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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study an infinite-dimensional dynamical system 
generated by a time-periodic one-dimensional semilinear scalar parabolic 
equation: 
%=%,+f(t,x,U) t > 0, O<x<L, (l.la) 
u(t,O)=u(t, L)=O t >o, (l.lb) 
with the initial data 
40, x) = uo(x) O<x<L. (l.lc) 
Denote Q = [w x [0, L] x R. The nonlinear term f is assumed to satisfy 
the following conditions: 
(F.l) f: Q + R is of class C’; 
(F.2) f(t+l,x,U)=f(t,x,U)for all tE[W, XE[O, L] and UER. 
Define a self-adjoint operator A in X= L2(0, L) by A$ := -t,bxx for 
$ E D(A) = H2(0, L) A HA(O, L). For each c1 E R, let A” be the fractional 
power of A and X” = D(A”) be the fractional power space equipped with 
the graph norm II+11 Xn = 1111/11X + IIA”I)II X. Throughout this section we fix 
a < c1< 1. By the above assumptions (F.l)-(F.2), for any u0 = $ E X”, there 
exists a unique local (in time) classical solution u(t, x) = u(t, x; $) of 
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problem (1.1) with uO= I,+ on [0, r) for some z >O. Denote by r($)>O 
the maximal time of existence for the solution u(t, x; $). To associate 
an appropriate framework of dynamical systems to problem (1.1 ), we 
introduce the PoincarP map Ll= LIr: 92 -+ X” defined by 
where 92 c X’ is the set of all initial data $ E Xa for which T($) > 1. We 
also introduce the notations: aO=Xa, %, =4?, %2,,+, =n-‘(@,,) for n> 1, 
where ZL7 -‘(4!Zn) is the preimage of %!,, under the map I7. Then, we can 
define the iteration 17”: $2” -+ Xa, and we use the notation 17 -“(S) for the 
preimage of SC X” under the map Z7”. By the standard theory for 
parabolic equations, 42 is an open set in A’“, n is an injective C’ map and 
hence it generates a C’ discrete semiflow 17”: 4?& +X” (n B 0) on the 
infinite-dimensional space X”. 
The asymptotic behavior of solutions of nonautonomous Eq. (1.1) has 
been investigated first by [7] when the nonlinear termf is independent of 
the space variable x. One of the results in [7] concerning the asymptotic 
periodicity of bounded solutions as t + co is extended in [6] to the case 
where f depends on x. More precisely, for any bounded global solution 
u(t,x) of (l.l), there exists a solution p(t,x) of (l.la)-(l.lb) with 
~(t + 1, x) = p(t, x) such that 
lim llu(c -)- p(f, ~)IIc2~co,L,~=0. ,-Cl2 
Observe that cp E X” is a fixed point of 17 if and only if the solution 
u(t, x; cp) of (1.1) is l-periodic in t: u(t + 1, x; cp) = u(t, x; cp). Hence, the 
asymptotic periodicity for (1.1) mentioned above is equivalent to the asser- 
tion that each bounded positive semiorbit { Z7”($)},,, converges to a fixed 
point of l7. Similarly, one can also prove that each bounded negative semi- 
orbit converges to a fixed point of l7. 
In this paper, we study more global dynamical aspects of the semiflow 
WLO. In order to describe our results, we recall some basic concepts 
from the theory of dynamical systems. For a fixed point cp E X” of 17, the 
stable set and unstable set of cp are respectively defined by 
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The Morse index ind( 9) of cp is defined by the number of elements of 
a(DZ7(q)) whose moduli are greater than one, where on(p) is the Frechet 
derivative of the map l7: a --+X’ at cp and a(DZZ(cp)) is the spectrum of 
on(q). A fixed point cp E X” of II is said to be hyperbolic if c7(DI7((cp)) does 
not intersect the unit circle. It is well known that, when qa is a hyperboIic 
fixed point, II’” and W’(cp) are injectively immersed C ’ submanifolds of 
X” with dim IV’(cp) = codim W”(cp) = ind(q), and they are respectively 
called the stable and unstable manifolds of v, (see [ 121 and Lemma 4.2). 
The main result of this paper is 
THEOREM 1.1. If (F. 1 )-( F.2) hold and if v, + and 40 _ are hyperboljc~xed 
points of the PoincarP map I7: ?2 -+ A”“, then W”(cp + ) and W”(cp _ ) have 
transversal intersection in X”. 
An important role in the study of dynamical properties of the map Z7 is 
played by the concept of global attractor. In our context, a compact set d 
of X” is called a global attractor if %’ =X” and if d satisfies the following 
properties: 
(i) (Invariance) Z7(&) = (s?); 
(ii) (Attractivity) .01 attracts any bounded set Bc X” in the 
following sense: for any neighborhood U of d in the X” topology, there is 
an interger N= N(B, U)>O such that n”(B)c U (n>N). 
The condition that % = X’ is equivalent to saying that for any given initial 
data II/ E X”, the solution u(t, x; Ic/) of Eq. (1.1) exists globally in time. We 
may sometimes use the notation d(f) to emphasize the crucial dependence 
of the global attractor d on the nonlinear term$ From the earlier discus- 
sion about the asymptotic periodicity for Eq. (l.l), it follows that the 
global attractor d is equal to lJ ( W”(q) 1 q E FIX), where FIX is the set 
of all fixed points of ZZ For a review of global attractors, we refer to [lo]. 
An important implication of Theorem 1.1 is the Morse-Smale property 
of the semiflow (P’),,,. According to Oliva (see [ 11 I), our discrete 
dynamical system I7 is said to be gorse--male if it possesses a global 
attractor S’ and if 
(M-1) 171,:d+d and DZ~(I,G):X’-+X’ (I,+E&) are injective; 
(M.2) the nonwandering set of Z71, consists of a finite number of 
hyperbolic periodic points of l7; 
(M.3) for any pair of periodic points fp+ and p-, the local stable 
manifold of cp+ and the global unstable manifold of cp- intersect ransver- 
sally in X”. 
As mentioned, for Eq. (1.1 ), each bounded semiorbit converges to a fixed 
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point of Z7; hence, all periodic points of IZ are actually fixed points of IZ. 
Therefore, in our situation, the term “periodic points” in (M.2)-(M.3) can 
be replaced by “fixed points.” 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f satisfy (F.l)-(F.2). Zf the PoincarC map 17: X” + X’ 
for problem ( 1.1) possesses a global attractor and tf all fixed points of 17 are 
hyperbolic, then the map ZZ is Morse-Smale. 
From the general theory by Oliva (see [ll], and also [19] for previous 
results in the finite-dimensional case), Morse&male systems are struc- 
turally stable. To be precise, let us call a class Kc C’(Q, R) of nonlinear 
terms an admissible class if for any f E K, the following hold: 
(K. 1) f satisfies (F. 1 )-( F.2); 
(K.2) the global attractor &‘(f) for the Poincare map Z7f exists; 
(K.3) for any neighborhood U of d(f) in X”, there exists a 
neighborhood W off in C’(Q, R) endowed with the C’ Whitney topology 
such that d(g) c U for all gc K n W. 
Examples of admissible classes will be given in Section 6. Oliva’s theory 
and Theorem 1.2 imply the following: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let Kc C’(a, R) be an admissible class of nonlinear 
terms. Assume that f E K and that all fixed points of the PoincarP map ZZ, 
defined in (1.2) are hyperbolic. Then the map 17, is Morse-Smale and thus 
is structurally d-stable in the following sense: there exists a neighborhood W 
off in C’(s2, W) endowed with the C’ Whitney topology such that, for any 
admissible function g E K n W, there is a homeomorphism h : a(g) --+ &( f ) 
such that h 0 ZZg = ZZr 0 h on d(g). 
Theorem 1.1 is established by the following two observations. First we 
show that if cp is a hyperbolic fixed point of II and if 
uo E WYCP), 0 # vo E Tu, W”(cp), 
(rev. u. E WYcp), O#UOE Tu,W*(cp),) 
then the number of zeroes of u. in (0, L) is not less than (resp. is less than) 
the Morse index of cp. Another key is Lemma 4.4, which states that, if cp + 
and cp- are hyperbolic fixed points of 27 and if there is a connecting orbit 
from cp ~ to cp + , or, equivalently, 
WYcp+)n W”(cp-)\{cp+~ cp-> +a 
then ind(cp _ ) > ind(cp + ). The proofs of these facts require a spectral theory 
for one-dimensional inear parabolic equations as an analogue of the 
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classical Sturm-Liouville theory (see Section 2) and a careful analysis of 
the linearized flow 017: X” x X” + X” along W”(cp + ) n IV(cp _ ) (see Sec- 
tion 3). In addition to the abstract theory of nonautonomous differential 
equations and of invariant manifolds (Appendices B and C), our methods 
also rely heavily on the fact that the number of zeroes of a solution to a 
linear parabolic equation does not increase in time (Lemma 2.2). 
In our proof of Theorem 1.2, we show that the nonwandering set of the 
Poincare map consists of fixed points (Lemma 4.6). The general theory of 
dynamical systems is not enough for proving this result, because of the lack 
of a Lyapunov function (of the conventional energy type) for Eq. (1.1). 
Instead, the zero number technique will be used here again in a crucial 
manner. 
In the special case where Eq. (lla) is autonomous, that is, f is inde- 
pendent of t, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 were proved in [2, 131. The arguments 
there cannot be applied directly to our time-periodic ase. The methods we 
use in this paper are very general and can be, for instance, employed to 
extend Theorem 1.1 to the nonhyperbolic case (see Section 5). We also 
point out here the applicability of our methods to a class of time-periodic 
ordinary differential equations in finite dimensions, which, for the autono- 
mous case, was treated in [9]. We can also let the nonlinear term f depend 
on u,: f = f(t, X, U, u,). With appropriate modifications, it is equally 
possible to replace the Dirichlet boundary condition (l.lb) by boundary 
conditions of other types or even by nonlinear boundary conditions. One 
can also show that for a generic nonlinear term f, all fixed points of the 
Poincare map cf are hyperbolic. We hope to discuss these aspects in 
subsequent papers. 
The present paper is organized as follows: we develop a spectral theory 
for one-dimensional nonautonomous linear parabolic equations in 
Section 2 and study the long time behavior of solutions of asymptotically 
periodic linear parabolic equations in Section 3. Our main results, namely 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, are proved in Section 4. We generalize the results to 
the nonhyperbolic case in Section 5 and finally, in Section 6, we present 
examples of admissible classes of nonlinear terms. In Appendices A-D, we 
give some auxiliary results in abstract setting, which may be of independent 
interest. 
2. A SPECTRAL THEORY FOR LINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 
In this section we show that the eigenvalues of the evolution operator of 
a linear one-dimensional parabolic equation are real and simple, and the 
eigenfunctions have only simple zeroes. The number of zeroes of eigenfunc- 
tions also is determined. 
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u(t, 0) = v(t, L) = 0 O<t<l, 





aj: [O, l] x [O, L] + Fs 
(C.l) USE Wi,“([O, l]x [0, L]) (O<i<2) and there is a positive 
constant 6 such that a,(& x) 2 6 for all t and x. 
Fix 0 6 CI < 1 and let Xa be the fractional power space defined as in 
Section 1. For any u0 = II/ E X’, Eq. (2.1) admits a unique (weak) solution 
u(t, x) = o(t, x; @) for 0 < t 6 1 and 0 Q x d L. By the regularity theory and 
the backward uniqueness theorem for parabolic equations, the corre- 
spondence T$ := u( 1, .; $) determines an injective linear compact operator 
T: X’ -+ X”. In fact, I/ T/I Pe(xa’,xvj < co for any 0 < y < 1. From the general 
spectral theory for compact linear operators, the spectrum a(T) c @ 
consists of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity and continuous spectrum (0). 
T is called the time-one euolution operator of Eq. (2.1). 
For a continuous function *: (0, L) -+ R, we define 
z(lc/)= #{x~~0,m&)=o) (2.2) 
and call it the number of zeroes of $. We say XE [0, L] is a simple zero of 
a C1 function + : [0, L] --t R, if It/(x) = 0 and 1,5’(x) # 0. 
The main result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (C.l) and let T: X”-+ X’ be the time-one euolu- 
tion operator of (2.1). Then a(T)\ (0) consists of an infinite number of 
algebraically simple real positive eigenvalues ;1, > AZ > . . + with 1, 1 0 as 
n + 00. Moreover, the nth eigenjiinction 1+4, has only simple zeroes and 
~(4,) = n - 1. 
We prepare several emmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let $ E C( [O, L]) not be identically zero and let v(t, x) = 
v( t, x; $) be the solution of (2.1) with v0 = $. Then the following hold true : 
(i) z(u(t, .)) < co for any t E (0, 11; 
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(ii) z(u(t, -)) is monotone nonincreasing in t. Moreover, fv(tO, .) has 
a nonsimple zero for some 0 < to < 1, then z(o(t, .)) < z(u(s, .)) for 
O<s<t,<ttl; 
(iii) there exists a suf~cientiy large integer N > 0 such that, f%r any 
n~NandO~t~f,z(v(t,~;T”~))~z(TN~)andv(t,-;T”~)hasonlysimple 
zeroes. 
Proof (i) and (ii) are proved in [3]; (iii) follows immediately from (i) 
and (ii). 
LEMMA 2.3. r~(T)\fOf consists of real eigen~a~Mes. 
Proof Supposing the contrary, we shall derive a contradiction. Let Re” 
be a complex eigenvalue of T with R > 0 and 0 E R\rcE, and 4 + it,+ be a 
corresponding eigenfunction of T with 4 and Ifi E X” being real valued. It is 
clear that d, # 0, I,!I # 0, and they are linearly independent. Furthermore, 
they satisfy the following: 
T$ = R(d cos 0 - $ sin 6) 
T+ = R&4 sin 8 -i- t+h cos f?). 
We first remark that, by the regularity result for parabolic equations, T$ 
and Tt,4 are in Wzy~*(O, L)c C’([O, L]) for any f<y< 1, and thus so are 
1,4 and I(/. 
We deduce that 
both 4 and pd, + $ have only simple zeroes for any p E 88. (2.31 
Choose a sequence of integers (k, InTO such that k, + 03 as n + co and 
k,8 = 2711, +0, with I, E N, 8, + 0 as n + co. The existence of such numbers 
is guaranteed by a theorem of Jacobi when f+r is irrational (see [S] ). By 
Lemma 2.2, there exists an N> 0 such that #i = TN4 and & = TN{/@ + il/) 
have only simple zeroes. 
It is easy to verify that 
Thus, 
T-k”q5, = R-k”(#, cos 8, + TN* sin e,), 
T-ky$2=R-kn[d 2 cos 0, + (@TN+ - TNb) sin S,]. 
~(T-~~~~)=~(~,cosf?,,+T~II/sinf?,), 
4 Teknd2) = z(#, cos 8, + (/?T”I) - TNd) sin 0,). 
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Since 4, and qSZ have only simple zeroes and 8, + 0 as n + 00, we have 
z(qil cos 8, + TN@ sin 6,) = z($,), 
z[& cos 8, + (/IT”@ - TN#) sin e,,] = ~(4,). 
for sufficiently large n. It follows that 
for large n. Combining this with Lemma 2.2 (i)-(ii), we see that T”&, and 
T”& have only simple zeroes for any m < 0. In particular, for m = -N, we 
have (2.3). 
On the other hand, if x = 0 is a simple zero of # and if j? = - ~‘(O)/~‘(O), 
then /%#I + II/ has a nonsimple zero point x = 0. This contradicts (2.3). 
Lemma 2.3 is proved. 
LEMMA 2.4. (i) Any (real-vffl~e~) eigen~~~ction of T has on/y simple 
zeroes ; 
(ii) C$ T)\ { 0} consists of algebraically simple positive eigenvalues. 
Proof. Let I E !R\(O 1 be an eigenvalue of T and let q5 # 0 be a (real- 
valued) eigenfunction of T associated with A.: T4 = ;I#. Consider the solu- 
tion ufr, X) of (2.1) with ~(0, *) = 4. From u( 1, .) = Tq5 = A#, it follows that 
z(T&=z(Q))=z(T-$15). 
By Lemma 2.2(ii), v( t, . ) has only simple zeroes for each - 1~ t < 1. From 
this the statement (i) follows. Moreover, (~~/~~)(~, 0) never vanishes for 
TV {O, 11, and does not change its sign. Therefore, 
A=$,O) $(O,O)>O. i 
Next, we show that, for each eigenvalue A, the corresponding eigenspace 
is one dimensional. If $ is another eigenfunction associated to I and if 
p = -t,P(O)/qY(O), then x = 0 is a nonsimple zero point of the function 
/?# + $. By Lemma 2.2, we have either /?q5 +II/ = 0 or 
The latter is impossible. Therefore, r(/ = --~~. 
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Finally, we show that the generalized eigenspace of A is one dimensional. 
If this i,s not the case, there is a $ E X” satisfying 
T$=hj+$. 
It is easy to check that 
The function 4 has only simple zeroes as we have already seen. By the 
implicit function theorem, (1 + n-i@) 4 +n-‘A$ also has only simple 
zeroes and z(( 1 + nP ‘fin) C$ + n-‘&5) = ~$4) if In1 is sufficiently large. In 
particular, 
for some large N > 0. In view of Lemma 2.2, the above implies that j?p + $ 
has only simple zeroes. However, x = 0 is a multiple zero of pq +$ when 
p = -$‘(O)/@(O). This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 2.5. G(T) is jn~n~te in number. 
Proof Supposing that ~(2’) is finite in number, we derive a contradic- 
tion by showing the existence of a global solution of a linear parabolic 
equation, which is not identically zero but decays to zero faster than any 
exponential rate. 
The finiteness of a(T) implies that 0 is an isolated point in (T(T). By the 
operational calculus (see [S, Theorem VII.3.20]), there exists an inlinite- 
dimensional subspace Y of X” such that T(Y) c Y and the restriction T on 
Y, To : Y -+ Y, has spectrum a( To) = {O}. Equivalently, the spectral radius 
of To is 0. This implies that, for any E >O, there is a constant k>O such 
that, for any arbitrary nonzero function II/ E Y, 
Define v(t, x) by 
u( t, x) = u( t - n, x; T”$) n<t<n+l. 
It is readily seen that 6~ ~(t, . ) E L’(O, L) is continuous in [0, co) and is 
piecewise continuously differentiable in (0, co). 
First, we consider the special case where a2 G 1 and a, E 0 in Eq. (2.1). 
In this case, from the fact that a,(?, x) is bounded and the contracting 
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property of the semigroup generated by the operator a2/ax2 in X” subject 
to the Dirichlet boundary condition, one obtains that 
Ilv(t, .)I1 L2(0, L)G c, II T”$/I L.qo, L) nQt<n+l, (2.5) 
where C, > 0 is a constant independent of n and t. By (2.4) and (2.5), for 
any E > 0, there exists a C, > 0 such that 
Il4t, .)II G(O,L)d C2E’ Il4vlP t > 0. (2.6) 
On the other hand, u satisfies 
Ilu,(t, .)-u,,(t, .)II L*(o, L) G G IMt, . )II LZ(O, L) t > 0, (2.7) 
where C, > 0 is a constant. Now we quote a theorem of Lax from [ 181: 
Let A be a closed operator in a Hilbert space X and assume that 
there are a constant d > 0 and a sequence { p,, }“, o c R with 
lim, + m p,, = - co such that strips {x + iy I x E R, Ix - p,,l < d, 
y E R} c C are free of the spectrum of A. If u: (0, co) -+ X is not 
identically zero and satisfies the differential inequality 
o<t<cc 
with k < d, then 
lim sup erj6 ilu(t)llx= cc 
r-rm 
for some cp > 0. 
Observe that the self-adjoint operator ?/ax2 in L*(O, L) under the 
Dirichlet boundary condition has its spectrum as 
{ - (n/L)*, - (27c/L)*, . .. . - (mr/L)*, . ..}. 
which has arbitrarily large gaps. Lax’s theorem implies that the function u 
satisfying (2.6) and (2.7) is identically zero. This contradicts the assumption 
that ~(0, .) = + # 0, and completes the proof of the lemma in the case where 
a,- 1 and a, z0. 
Next, we reduce the general case to the above special case. Let v(t, x) be 
a solution of (2.1). Define 
u(t, xl = fits, Y), 
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where 
s,,,=M2j'(jL a,(z, 5)-"'dqZdr, 0 0 
and the constant M > 0 is determined by the condition S( 1) = 1. It is easy 
to check that v”(s, y) satisfies a parabolic equation of the form 
~,=v”,+b,(s, y)iyi-bo(s, y)G O<y<M, ?Z<S<R+ 1, 
qs, 0) = iqs, M) = 0 n<s<n+l, 
where b, and 6, are bounded functions with lJb, /dy and 3bl 18s being 
bounded. Further, let 
Then, w(s, y) satisfies 
w, = w, + co(s, Y) w 0-z y-CM, rt<s<n-t- 1, 
w(s, 0) = w(s, M) = 0 n<s<n+l, 
where co(s, y) is a bounded function, It is also easy to verify that 
c4 IMf, * III LZ(0.L) d IIwb(th *NI L2(0,M) G c, IMt, . )llL.(O,L) t 20, 
where C, and C, are positive constants. Thus, from (2.4), it follows that, 
for any E > 0, there exist N > 0 and C, > 0 such that 
This reduces the general ease to the case where a2 = 1 and a, z 0 and 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.5. 
According to Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, cr( T)\{O} consists of algebraically 
simple real eigenvalues A, > & > . . . with J., 1 0 as n -+ 00. Let 4, be an 
eigenfunction of T associated with the n th eigenvalue A,, y1 B 1. 
LEMMA 2.6. z($,J = n - 1. 
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To prove this lemma, we consider a one-dimensional family of linear 
parabolic equations, 
u,=(1-e+~u~)U,,+eu,o,+ea,u O<t<l, O<x<L, 
u( t, 0) = u( t, L) = 0 o<tg1, (2.8 h 
40, x)=%(x) O<xdL, 
with the parameter 0~ [0, 1). When 8= 0, Eq. (2.8), is the Dirichlet 
problem for the classical heat equation; when 8 = 1, Eq. (2.8), coincides 
with (2.1). The idea is to carry over the information of (2.8), to that of 
(2.8), via a continuation method. 
Let T(8): Xa -+ X” be the time-one evolution operator for Eq. (2.8)@. By 
the continuous dependence of the solution on the parameter 0, we know 
that 8 H T(B) is a continuous family of compact operators. We also define 
T(8) = T(0) for 8 < 0 and T(8) = T( 1) for 8 > 1, for technical reasons. For 
convenience, we call a pair of continuous functions A : I+ R and 4: I+ X” 
an eigenfumily on an interval I if, for each 8 E Z, n(0) is an eigenvalue of 
T(B) and 4(e) is an eigenfunction of T(8) corresponding to n(e) with 
11&8)11 Xm = 1. By the perturbation theory for bounded operators, one can 
prove the following: 
LEMMA 2.7. For any 8, E [0, 11, let A, > 0 be an eigenuulue of T(0,) 
and d* be a corresponding eigenfunction with [jq5,/1 XR = 1. Then there exist a 
neighborhood I of 8, in R, a neighborhood J of 1, in (0, a), and an eigen- 
family {A(@, d(e)} on I, with 
wu=n,, ibu = h+, 
4T(@) n J= {WV> 8 E I. 
Proof. According to Theorem 3.16 in [16, Chap. 43, for any 
neighborhood U c C of 1,, there exist a neighborhood I of 0, and a 
continuous family of projections P(0) : X” --+ M(8) c X” (0 E I) such that 
T(8)M(B)cM(B), g(T(B))n U=o(T(B)/MCs,), and M(8) is isomorphic to 
the generalized eigenspace M(0,) of T(0,) corresponding to 1,. By 
Lemma 2.4(ii), dim M(8.J = 1. Thus, dim M(B) = 1 for all f?EZ, which 
implies that T(8) is a scalar map in M(8), 
774 p(e) 4, = 40) p(e) 4, e E I, 
for some scalar n(0). We can write P(e) c$* =til(e) + ill/,(e), where $,(0) 
and $*(e) are real-valued functions. If I is chosen sufficiently small so that 
$i(e) # 0 for all 8 E Z, then, by Lemma 2.3, n(0) is a real number, which in 
turn implies that $i(e) is an eigenfunction of T(8) corresponding to n(0). 
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Since r(0) and P(0) are continuous in 8, so are n(0) and $ r(0). Therefore, 
44 and d(e) := $l(Wllrl/l(Wx~ provide the required eigenfamily. 
Lemma 2.7 is proved. 
LEMMA 2.8. Under the assumptions in Lemma 2.7, there exists an 
eigenfamily {A(0), d(0)) on the whole interval [0, l] with A(e,)=I., and 
d(Q*)=d*. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.7, one observes the unique continuation of eigen- 
families; namely, if {n(0), d(0)) and {x(e), F(e)} are two eigenfamilies on 
intervals I and 7, respectively, and if ,J( 0,) = x(0,) for some 8, E In 7, then 
2(0)=X(0) for all 8~Znz and either 4(0)=$(e) or 4(e)= -T(0) for all 
OeZnZ 
Now let (n(Q), d(Q)} b e an eigenfamily on an interval I= (j3, y) c [0, l] 
with 0 < /I < y Q 1. It suffices to prove that the above eigenfamily can be 
continued onto some open interval I, with Ic I,. The remainder of the 
proof is separated into two parts. 
In part 1, we treat the case where 
1, := lim sup A(0) > 0, 
010 
(2.9a) 
%* := lim sup n(0) > 0. 
@TY 
(2.9b) 
In part 2, we prove that inequality (2.9) always holds true. 
Part 1. Let us assume (2.9a). There exists a sequence 0, 1 fl such 
that 2(8,)-+II,>O as j-+cc. Since T(p) is a compact operator, a 
subsequence T(b) $(0,,) converges in X”. Combining this with the fact 
that T(e,,)- T(p) as j’+ co, we obtain the convergence of $(0,,) = 
1(0,,))’ T(e,,) #(ej,) in X’. Put 4, = lim,,, o. #(0,,). It follows that 
mu d* = A*#* along with l14JlXz = 1. By Lemma 2.7, there exists a 
neighborhood .Z of 2, in (0, co) and an eigenfamily {x(e), i(0)> on an 
open interval 7 including 1, such that X(/3)=1,, &I)=$, and 
a(T(B))nJ= {I(O)} f or all 6~1 In view of this and the convergence 
lltej) + I* 9 we find that n(0) = x(0) for some 0 E In 7 and thus for all 
0 E Z n 7, by the unique continuation of eigenfamilies observed above. This 
implies that the eigenfamily (n(e), d(0)) can be continued onto Zu z 
Similarly, it can be continued onto an open interval containing (/I, y], by 
the virtue of inequality (2.9b). 
Part 2. It remains to prove (2.9). We shall show only (2.9b) since the 
proof of (2.9a) is analogous. Assuming 
1* := !y, A(O) = 0, (2.10) 
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we derive a contradiction. For each integer n 2 1, let p, > 0 be the nth 
eigenvalue of r{(y) and (I,(@), $,J@)> b e an eigenfamily on an open interval 
I, with y~l, and x,(y) =p,. This can be justified by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7. 
By (2.10), x,(6) > A(S) for 8 E Z, n I sufficiently close to y. In view of this 
and the unique continuation of eigenfamilies, x,(S) > A(0) for all 0 E Z, n I. 
If Z, n I# Z, then, as proved in Part 1, (x,(0), J,(e)} can be continued onto 
an open interval Zh, which contains Z, along with the left end point of Z,. 
If ZknZ#Z, then we can continue the eigenfamilies again through the left 
end point of Z;. We do it step-by-step and eventually obtain an eigenfamily 
{J.,(e), @,(6) > on Z, u Z with A,(@) > A(0) for 0 E I. For each 6 E Z, we have 
a sequence { &(0)}, z 1 in a( Z’(e)) A (A(d), ;1r(B)] with A,(0) > II,, I(e) for 
n z 1. This is impossible since rr( T(B)) has no accumulation point other 
than 0. The proof of Part 2 and thus of Lemma 2.8 is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. It is known that the nth eigenvalue of T(0) is 
ev{ -WL)*~ and the corresponding eigenspace is spanned by 
sin(nnx/l). By Lemma 2.8, there exists an eigenfamily {A,(0), #J(3)) on 
[0, 11 with A,(O)=exp((an/L)*f f or each n B 1. In view of the unique con- 
tinuation of eigenfamilies and using Lemma 2.8 again, it is readily seen that 
a(T(~))\~O~ = jw)l n >, 1) for all 8 E [0, 11. By the regularity theory for 
parabolic equations, the continuity of the map 8 H d,(0) in X” implies that 
of QH T(0) d,(0) = i,(e) 4,(e) in W2y,2(0, L) for any 0 <y < 1. Thus 
6’ H b,(e) is continuous in the C’( [0, L]) topology. By the virtue of Lem- 
ma 2.4(i) and the implicit function theorem, z(4,(f?)) does not change as t? 
varies in [O, I ]. In particular, z(#J 1)) = z(#~(O)) =z(sin(nrc ./L)) = n - 1. 
The proof is complete. 
Theorem 2.1 follows from Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6. 
Remark 2.9. The choice of X” as the basic function space in 
Theorem 2.1 is not crucial at all. For instance, if Y is a Banach space of 
functions satisfying embedding relations Lq(O, L) 1 Y =r Xp for some 
l<q<co and 06p<l, then the correspondence @:=v(l,~;$) gives a 
compact operator p: Y + Y with R(T) c Xy for any 0 < y < 1. One 
immediately sees that all conclusions in Theorem 2.1 hold true also for i? 
In fact, eigenvalues and eige~unctions of T coincide with those of E 
Remark 2.10. Since T is a strongly positive compact operator in the 
Banach space X’($ < c( < 1) with the natural ordering, by the Krein- 
Rutman theorem, the first eigenvalue is simple and a first eigenfunction is 
positive in (0, L). For details and related topics, see El, 14, 171. 
Remark 2.11. The authors of [4] have considered periodic boundary 
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conditions and stated results similar to Theorem 2.1. However, their proof 
is not complete because they did not use the analogue of Lemma 2.5. With 
this additional info~ation, their proof can be made precise. 
3. ASYMPTOTICALLY PERIODIC LINEAR EQUATIONS 
In this section, we discuss the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the 
following equations, 
g=r~oUi(t,X)g td, O<x<L, (3.la) 
u(t, 0) = u(t, L) =o EiT, (3Sb) 
where w = (0, co). We make the following assumptions on the coefficients 
a,:Rx[O,L]-+R (O<i<2): 
(C.l) Regularity: aie u/i~a)(8x [0, L]) (O<iid) and there is a 
constant 6 > 0 such that az( t, X) 3 6 for all t and x. 
(C.2) Asymptotic periodicity: there are functions Ai (0 <i< 2) 
satisfying the same regularity condition (C.l) along with 
Aj(t + 1, x) = A,(& x) for all t and x (3.2a) 
and 
(3.2b) 
Fix 0 <a < 1 and let X” = D(A”) be the fractional power space defined 
as in Section 1. Let u(t, x; s, $) and u(t, x; s, 9) be the solutions of 
~=i~o.;~t,xg t > s, o<x<L, 
u(t,O)= u(t,L)=O t > s, (3.3) 
4% x) = VW) O<xXL, 
and 
$=,i a,(t,x)g t > s, O<x<L, 
t=O 
v(t,O)=v(t,L)=O t > s, (3.4) 
4.h x) = $4x) O<.xXL, 
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respectively. The correspondences 
and 
determine linear operators S(t, s) and T( t, s): X” -+ X”, for all t > s. For 
brevity, we write T= T( 1,O) (= T(n + 1, n) for n E Z). The spectrum a(T) 
of T has been studied in Section 2. Denote c(T) = {II, 1 k E N > u {O>, where 
ak>Rk+f (HEN) and lim,_,, &- A - 0. Let dk be the k th normalized eigen- 
function of T associated with Ak ; that is, 
For each ka0, decompose X” into two T-invariant subspaces: X” = 
Yk 0 Zk corresponding to the spectral sets (& / n Gk} and (/in { n > k 1 u 
(01 and let Pk and Qk be the projections from X” to Y, and Z, with 
respect to the above decomposition. Note that Yk is spanned by functions 
4 ark. 1, . . . . 
For any II/ E A” and integer p k 0, write 
The number p,(p, $) measures the growth rate of the solution u(t, .; p, $); 
its logarithm is usually called the Lyupunou exponent of J/ with respect to 
Eq. (3.1). For integers k & 0 and p > 0, define 
E&f= {$-~%%(P~ 4(/)~ik+l}* (3.5) 
With these notations, we state the main results of this section as follows: 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (C.l) and (C.2) and let p>O be an integer. Then 
the following (i )-{ v ) hoZd true : 
(i) E,(p)=X”11,E,(p)~E,(P)=, -1-5 am n~~~Ek(p)=~o~; 
(ii) tf $ E Ek(PWk+ APh fhen 
lim IIu(n, -; p, II/)ii$=~k+l 
n-a, 
and the limit of 
4n, -; P, $1 
II44 .; P, $NIP 
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(iii) z(J/) > k for Jr E E,(p) n Ct P, Ll); 
(iv) for sufficiently large p z 0, the projection operator E,(p) * Zk : 
11/ H Qkll/ gives an isomorphism between Banach spaces; 
(v) for any p >, 0 and k > 0, E,(p) is a closed subspace of X” with 
~odimens~on k.
We shall also study the asymptotics of solutions of (3.1) as t --, -co, in 
the case where iT = ( - co, 0) in (3.1). In that case, we assume: 
(C.3) the same conditions (Cl)-(C.2) on aj (0~ i< 2), but 
“lim, _ ~ ” in (3.2b) is replaced by “lim, ~ _ w .” 
For tj E X” and p < 0, we call u( t, x) a backward continuation of $ from 
p, if u satisfies (3.1) on i? = (-co, p] with u(p, .) = I++. Let 
F, (p) = { 11/ EX” 1 there exists a backward continuation of $ from p >. 
It is well known that F,(p) #X2 and each # E F,(p) has a unique 
backward continuation from p. For $ E F, (p), write 
P-,(P, J/)=lim inf {Mn, .)llX7)1’n, n- -21 
where u(t, x) is the backward continuation of @ from p. Define 
F,(P)= {ti~E,(~)lo-rn(~, ‘,+-&+I), 
for each integer k > 0. 
(3.6) 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume (C.3). For any integer p 60, the fol~o~v~ng hold 
true : 
(i) E,(P)= {O}cF,(~)cF~(p)c ... ; 
(ii) if u(t, a) is a solution of (3.1) on w= (-co, p] with u(p, .)= 
$I E F~(p)\~O~, then there exists an integer 1 d m <k such that 
and the limit 
exists in X” and is equal to 4, or -4,; 
(iii) z($)<k- 1 for all J/~F,(p)\f01; 
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(iv) ifp d 0 and JpI is suf$ciently large, then Fk(p) + Y,: II/ H Pk$ is 
an isomorphism between Banach spaces; 
(v) dimF,(p)=kforanyp<Oandk>O. 
For proving the above results, a simple remark is in order. By the trans- 
formation used in the proof of Lemma 2.5, one can reduce the general cases 
to a special case where 
(C.4) a,(& x) r0 and a,(& x) E 1. 
In what follows, we shall always assume (C.4), without loss of generality. 
We begin with showing that the evolution operator of Eq. (3.3) converges 
to that of the limiting equation (3.4) as time tends to infinity. 
LEMMA 3.3. (i) Assume (C.l) and (C.2). Then, for any 0 < c( < 1, 
lim IIS(n + 1, n) - TII 9cxrj = 0. 
n--rat 
(ii) Similarly, under the assumption (C.3), we have 
lim IIS(n + 1, n) - TII~~x~, = 0. 
ne -00 
Proof: Consider abstract parabolic equations, 
du 
dt = -Au + b,(t) u o<t<1, 





- -Av+B(t)u o<t<1, 
(3.8) 
v(0) = II/ E x, 
where -A is the Laplace operator in (0, L) with the Dirichlet boundary 
condition, b,,(t) and B(t) : X+ X are bounded linear operators defined by 
[b,(t) $1(x) = adn + t, x1 Il/(xh 
[B(t) $I@) = &An + t, x) Ii/(x). 
Notice that S(n + 1, n) and T are time-one evolution operators for 
Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), respectively. 
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The assumptions (C.l) and (C.2) give, in particular, 
sup II&z(t) - B(t)11 U(X) -+ 0. 
0<t41 
On the other hand, Theorem A.1 in Appendix A implies that for any 
0 < CI < 1, there is a constant K, > 0 such that 
The lemma follows from these two observations. 
The remaining part of this section is of general nature and we use results 
established in an abstract framework in Appendix B. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Observe first that by Theorem 2.1, 
(1>Olcr(T)n (121 =n> #@si> =(r(T)= {l,lk>O) u {O). 
By Lemma 3.3, we also know that for any tj EY\{O>, w(n) = 
u(n + p, .; p, I/I) satisfies 
w(n+ l)= 7-w(n)+3,w(n) n >, 0, 
w(O) = $% 
where T E 2(X”) and Z,, = S(n + p + 1, rt + p) - T E Y(Xa) with 
ll~“ll~(x~) -+ 0 as n + co. Thus we can apply the results in Appendix B 
freely. 
To prove Part (i), we recall that p,(p, 9) > 0 for any tl, E X”\(O) and 
p 2 0, according to Lax’s result used in the proof of Lemma 2.5. In view of 
this and the fact that & 1 0 as k --, co, we see that ()~BoEk(p)= (0). 
Lax’s result together with Corollary B.3 in Appendix B implies that for any 
(I/ E X” \ { 0) and p > 0, there exists k z 1 such that 
lim ll~(~,.;p,~)ll~~=~~. 
n-cc 
From this we see that for all k> 1, lk+l <,I<&, 
E,(p) = ($ E X” I SUP A-” II44 .; P, Il/)llxs < ~0 >, 0%) 
flB0 
Ek(P)\&+AP)= 0wwPdP~ J/~=&+1~, (3.9b) 
and 
X==Eo(p)= {$EWP,(P, @)Gh). (3.9c) 
Part (i) is proved. 
505/!76/2-I 2 
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Part (ii) follows from (3.9b), Theorem 2.1, and Theorem B.S. 
Set ii(n) = u(n, .; p, $)/IIu(n, .; p, $)IIXz (n 3 p). Without loss of 
generality, we can assume t;(n) + dk+ 1 in X” as n --* co (see Part (ii)). 
Using Theorem A.1 and arguing as in Lemma 3.3, we find that for any 
o<p< 1, 
In particular, the convergence takes place in C ‘( [0, L] ) in view of the 
fact that XB c C’( [0, L]) if a < p < 1. Since #k +, has only simple zeroes 
according to Theorem 2.1, we have 
for 12 sufliciently large. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2 and noting that 
~(n+1,n)9,=~(n+1,~;P,J/)/!lutn,~;p,~)ll,~, 
we know that 
z(S(n + 1, n) 4n)) = z(u(n + 1, -; p, @)) <z($) 
Part (iii) is proved. 
Part (iv) follows directly from Lemma 3.3, Theorem B.7, and Proposi- 
tion B.8. It also follows that there exists a sufficiently large N > 0 such that 
the assertion in Part (v) holds for p > A? By the backward uniqueness 
theorem for parabolic equations, the adjoint operator of the bounded 
linear operator S(q, p): X” -+ X” (q 2 p 2 0) is injective and thus S(q, p) 
has dense range. In view of this and the fact that 
‘SAP) = S(N PI - ’ &W) O<p<X 
we immediately find that the assertion (v) also holds true for 0 < p < N. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. For any tc/ E F,(p), let u(f, x; p, 9) be the back- 
ward continuation of $ from p, that is, u satisfies (3.1) on I= (-co, p] 
with u(p, .; p, t+Q) = $. Set w(n) = u(n, .; p, II/). Then, 
w(n+ i)=Tw(n)+&w(n) n < 0, 
NO) = $3 
where E n = S(n + 1+ p, n + p) - T+ 0 in $R(X;+) as IZ -+ - 00, according to 
Lemma 3.3(G). We apply Theorems B.9, B.ll, and Proposition B.12, which 
are counterparts of Theorems B.l-B-8. 
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We begin with the proof of (i). It suffices to show F,(p)= (0). By the 
backward counterpart of Corollary B.3, for each I,G E F,(p)\ {0}, the limit 
exists and is equal to 0 or Ak for some k 5 1. Hence, F,(p) = (0) and 
furthermore, 
k> 1, pd0, &+I <I<& (3.10) 
Part (i) is proved. 
Let II/ 6 &(P)\PI and u be as in Part (ii). By the counterpart of 
Corollary B.3, there exists 1 d m < k such that II@, .)I1 I”* -+ A, as n + co. 
Using the counterpart of Theorem B.5, we obtain the assertions in Part (ii). 
Part (iii) follows from Part (ii) in an analogous way as Theorem 3.l(iii) 
follows from Theorem 3.1 (ii). 
Part (iv) follows from (3. lo), Theorem B. 11, and Proposition B.12. 
Part (iv) shows that dim F,(p) = k for p G 0 if IpI is sufficiently large. 
Combining this with the facts that S(p, 4) F,(q) = F,(p) (q < p<O) and 
that S(p, q) is injective (by the backward uniqueness theorem for parabolic 
equations), we conclude that Part (v) holds true for any p 4 0. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete. 
4. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
Consider Eq. (1.1) with f satisfying conditions (F.l )-(F.2) in Section 1. 
For any fixed tl with $< CI < 1, consider the Poincare map Z7: % + X” 
defined by (1.2). In order to study the dynamics of (l.l), it is important to 
consider its linearized equation about a solution u(t, x; u,,): 
u, = u, + f,(t, x, 46 x; uo)i 0, (4.la) 
u( t, 0) = u( t, L) = 0. (4.lb) 
When u(t, x; uO) is a global solution on [0, co) x [0, L], we define a 
bounded operator S(r, 0; uO) :X” + X” by ,S(t, 0; uO) t+, := u(t, *) (t 3 0), 
where u(t, X) is the solution of (4.1) on [O, co)x [0, L] with ~(0, .)=r+,. 
When u(t, x; uO) is a global solution on ( - cx), 0] x [0, L], we call u(t, x) a 
backward continuation of u. for (4.1) if V( t, x) solves (4.1) on ( - co, 0] x 
[0, L] and ~(0, .) = uo, and we shall denote s(t, 0; uO) u0 := u(t, .) (t < 0). 
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By the backward uniqueness theorem for parabolic equations, for any 
u~EX’, its backward continuation is unique if exists. By the standard 
theory for parabolic equations, we have 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume (F.l)-(F.2) and let i< c( < 1. 
(i) % is an open set; 
(ii) 17: %! +X” is an injective C’ map and for any USE %!, the 
derivative DZI(u,): X” + X’ is the time-one evolution operator of the linear 
equation (4.1): 
DZ7(u,) = S( l,O; uO). 
For a fixed point cp E X” of Z7, define its stable set and unstable set by 
(1.3) and (1.4) as in Section 1. If cp is hyperbolic, by Theorems C.l and C.2 
in Appendix C, there exist local stable and local unstable manifolds 
We,, and W;l,,(cp) around cp and they are C’ submanifolds of X’. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that II has a hyperbolic fixed point cp in X”. Then 
(i) W’(q) is an injectively immersed C ’ submanifold of X” and 
WYcp)= fi w@%zl~nwb K&P)~ 
n=O 




(ii) W”(q) is an injectively immersed C’ submanifold of X” and 




$E fi Z7”(@n)Ilimsup Iln-fl($)-cpII$<l 
It=0 n-cc I 
; (4.3) 
(iii) for any USE W”(q), the tangent space of W”(q) at u. is given by 
T,, W’(q) = {a,~ X” llim sup IIS(n, 0; uo) oOll~~ -=z l}; (4.4) 
“‘03 
(iv) for any USE W”(q), and the tangent space of W”(q) at u. is 
given by 
Tu, W”(q) = 
v. has a backward continuation for (4.1) 
and lim sup, _ QI IIS(-n,O;uo)u,ll:/~<l (4.5) 
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Proof. Note that maps A’ and ~~~~~) (USE a) are injective by the 
backward uniqueness of solutions of linear parabolic equations and that 
the range of am (u,E%!) is dense (see Theorem ‘7.3.2 in [12]). Thus, 
is an injective~y immersed C’ submanifold of X” by Theorem 6.1.9 in [ 121. 
By Theorem C.2 (ii), W(~) c @‘(qa). Theorem C.2 (if shows that 
I%“(~)~ @“(q) and that R”(u,) + 9 in X” exponentially as n -+ co, for 
each Q,E @‘(qo), The statement (i) in the lemma is proved. Statement (iii) 
follows from Theorem C.2 (iii)-(v) and the observation that for USE W’(cp) 
with u N := IIF*u,o W;,,(cp), TW,, Ws(4p) is the preimage of T,, W&(~) under 
the evolution operator S(N, 0; uo): X” -+X”. Statements (ii) and (iv) can 
be shown similarly. 
The proof is complete. 
Proof: Choose u0 E ~‘(~)\~~~. Then by the assumption, solutions 
u(t,x;ip) and u(t,x;u,) of (1.1) are defined globally on [O,W)X[O,L], 
u(t, x; cp) is time periodic with period 1, u(t + 1, x; uo) # u(t, x; uo) for all 
f E [O, co) and u(t, x; uo) - u(t, x; q) -+ 0 in X” as t --+ co. 
The function 
u(t, x) := uft + 1, x; U()) - uft, x; zfg) 
satisfies the equation 
u, = Y.r.t + e( 2, x) u I > 0, O<X<L, 
u(t, 0) = u(t, L) = 0 r>o, (4.6) 
u(0, x) = u( 1, x; ug) -r.&(x) O<x<L, 
where B(t,x)=S~f,(t,x,su(r+l,x;rc,)+(l-s)u(t,x;u,))ds is a con- 
tinuous function. By the asymptotic ~~odic~ty of u(t, .x; ue) as t + 00, 
@ff, x) --f,(t, x, u(t, x; 9)) -+ 0 in CW, LI) as $-,a. 
Write m := ind(9). Denote by /Zk (k 3 1) the kth eigenvalue of IIn = 
S(l,O;p). Note that I,> 1 >&+,. Let E,(p) be the subspaces of X” as 
in Section 3 with respect to Eq. (4.6) instead of (3.1). 
By the asymptotic periodicity of ufr, x; uO) as t -+ co, we have v(n, . ) -+ 0 
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in X’ as n + co. From Theorem 3.1, it follows that ~(0, .)E E,(O), and that 
m < z(u(0, .)). This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
The above lemma immediately gives the following: 
LEMMA 4.4. Assume (F.l)-(F.2). If the PoincarP map I7 has two hyper- 
bolic fixed points cp + , cp ~ , and if 
WYCP,)~ wrp-)\b+~cp-~za 
then ind(cp _ ) > ind( cp + ). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We have to prove that for any u0 E W”( cp _ ) n 
WY(P+ 1, 
Let E,(p) (p 80) and F,(q) (q 60) be the closed subspaces of X” 
defined as in Section 3 with respect to the linear equation (4.1) instead of 
(3.1), and write M, = ind(cp +). By Lemma 4.2 (iii)-(iv) and Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2, 
Tu, Wcp + I= Em+ to), Tu, W”(cp - I= Fm- (0). 
From Lemma 4.4 it follows that m, <m- and hence F,,,+(O) c F,,-(O). 
We show that 
J%+ to) 0 J’m, (0) = A’“. 
By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, codim E,+(O) = dim F,,,+(O) = m,. Thus, it 
suffices to prove that 
Em+tWQ’m+(O)= (0). (4.7) 
However, according to Theorems 3.1 (iii) and 3.2 (iii), z($) > m + for any 
$EE,+(O) and z($)<m+ - 1 for any $ E F,+(O)\(O). This gives (4.7) and 
completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 4.5. A point II/ E X” is said to be a nonwandering point of 
II if II/ E fir=, +& and for any neighborhood U of $ and any nonnegative 
integer N there exist a 4 E U and an n > N such that n”(4) E U. 
Let FIX and NW be the set of all fixed points and the set of all non- 
wandering points of the map ZZ respectively clearly, FIX c NW. In order to 
prove Theorem 1.2, we need the following result. 
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LEMMA 4.6. Assume (F.l )--( F.2). Then NW = FZX for the Poincart? 
map II 
Proof Suppose II/ E NW\FIX f a. 
Let u(t, X; $) be the solution of (4.la)-(4.lb) with the initial data 
~(0, x; $) = $(x). The function 
iJ(t, x) = u(t + 1, x; l/f) - u(t, x; l/f) 
is not identically zero by the assumption that + #KY, and it satisfies a 
linear parabolic equation, 
21, = u,, + e( t, x) u t > 0, O<x<L, 
u(t,0)=u(t, L)=O t 30, 
where 
By Lemma 2.2, there exists a KE fV such that t i--, z(v( t, - )) is constant on 
[K, co) and that u(t, .) has only simple zeroes on [O, L] for all t > K. In 
particular, since u(t, 0) = 0 for all t > 0, we have a,( t, 0) # 0 for all 12 K. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
%(4 0) > 0 t B K. 
By the de~nition of nonwande~ng points, we can choose sequences 
@A> 1 cX” and (k,),,,cN such that &,,-+$ in X”, u(k,,.;d,J-+$ in 
X” and k, t co. By the regularizing effect of parabolic equations, for any 
O</?<l, 
a~;d,)-ruw,~;$) in X5, 
utk,+K,.;~,)-rutR.;~) in XB, 
as n + co. In particular, the convergences take place in C”( [0, L]). Since 
o(K, .) has only simple zeroes on [0, L], there is a sufficiently large NE N 
such that for u,(t, .) := u(t + 1, .; d,)- u(t, .; 4,), 
z(u,(K, a)) = z(u,(k, + K, -)) = Z(Y(K, ‘)) n>N* 
From this and Lemma 2.2 it follows that u,(t, .) has only simple zeroes on 
[0, L] for each t E [K, k, + K] and n 3 N. Hence, (u,), (t, 0) never vanishes 
for K < t Q k, + K and n 3 N. In view of (u,,),~ (K, 0) + v,(K, 0) as n + co, 
we have 
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for any rz 2 N. This implies that for each n 2 N, the sequence 
is strictly monotone increasing. In particular, 
Letting n + CC and in view of the convergence observed before, we see that 
This contradicts the supposition that v,(K, 0) > 0. The lemma is proved. 
Note that in Lemma 4.6, we assumed neither the hyperbolicity of fixed 
points of n nor the existence of the global attractor. 
Suppose now that the map 17 possesses the global attractor d. A point 
$ E d is called a nonwandering point of Z7 1 d if in Definition 4.5 4 can be 
always chosen from U n d. The set of all nonwandering points of Z7 1 d is 
called the nonwandering set of Z71d and is denoted by NW,. From the 
definition, it is obvious that FIX c NW, c NW. By Lemma 4.6, we further 
have FIX= NW, = NW. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We verify (M.l)-(M.3). 
Part (M. 1) follows from Lemma 4.1 and the backward uniqueness of 
solutions of linear parabolic equations. 
By Lemma 4.6, NW, = FIX. Since any cp E FIX is hyperbolic by 
assumption, FIX is a discrete set. The finiteness of FIX follows from this 
and the compactness of FZXc &‘( f ). Hence (M.2) is valid. 
Part (M.3) was proved in Theorem 1.1. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete. 
5. THE NONHYPERBOLIC CASE 
In this section, we extend our discussion of transversality to nonhyper- 
bolic cases. 
We follow the notations in Sections 1 and 4. For a fixed point cp of the 
Poincare map II: 92 +X” (a< cx < l), its strongly-stable manifold and 
strongly-unstable manifold are respectively defined by 
W’“(q) = 
1 












Denote by W;i,(cp) and W;Ic(cp) the local strongly-stable manifold and 
local strongly-unstable manifold of cp (see Theorems C.5 and C.6 in 
Appendix C). For a general fixed point, we can describe W”“(cp) and 
W”(cp) by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that cp is a fixed point of the map II in X”. Then 
(i) W”“(q) is an injectively immersed C’ submanifold in X’, 
WYcp)= E {w%l~n”w)~ v:,w~; 
II=0 
for any uOe W”“(q), the tangent space of W’“(q) at u. is 
T,, W’“(q)= (vo~Xrllimsup IIS(n, 0; uo) v,ll:/:< l}; 
n-m 
(5.3) 
(ii) W”“(q) is an injectively immersed C’ submanifold in X”, 
WYcp) = (j WWS:ct,((p) n %J; 
PI=0 
for any USE W’“(q), the tangent space of W”“(q) at u. is 
TU,, W’“(q) = 
v. has a backward continuation for (4.1) 
and lim sup, _ o. IIS(-n,O;uo)voll?$<l (5.4) 
ProoJ Apply Theorems C.5 and C.6 and use a similar argument as that 
in the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Since X” is a Hilbert space, there exists C’ cut-off functions satisfying 
(S.3) in Appendix C and hence we can construct local center-stable and 
local center-unstable manifolds around a fixed point cp according to 
Theorems C.4 and C.3, and denote them by Wt;s,(cp) and W;lc(cp), 
respectively. Using Theorem 6.1.9 in [ 121 and the backward uniqueness of 
solutions of linear parabolic equations, we have injectively immersed C’ 
manifolds, 
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and they are called a center-stable manl~old and a center~unstable rnanl~o~d~ 
respectivefy. They may not be unique in general, because of different ways 
of taking cut-off functions. However, the following lemma shows that any 
center-stable manifold W”“(cp) constructed above contains W”(q) and for 
each uO E W’(cp), the tangent space of WC”(~) at u. can be characterized 
uniquely by the growth rates of solutions of Eq. (4.1) linearized around 
u(t, x; uO). In other words, all center-stabIe manifolds tangent to each other 
at uO E W”(qo). Similarly, all enter-unstable manifolds have a common 
tangent space at each ZQ,E W”(cp). 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume that sp is a fixed point of the Poincar~ map II. Let 
W”(q) and W’(v) be the stable set and the unstable set as in (1.3) and (1.4) 
and let WCs(~) and WC’(~) be a center-stable manifold and a center-anstab~e 
manifold. Then, 
01 Ws(~~ c Wc”tcp~l W”(qo)c Wc”tcpk 
(ii) fur any uO E W’(q), the tangent space of WCS(~) at uO is 
T,,O W”(cp) = (ug E X” 1 lim sup l/S(n, 0; uO) u,,I/ $ < 11; (5.5) 
n+;c 
(iii) for any U*E W’(~~, the tangent space of W’“~~) at uO is 
Tu, W=“(q) = 
vO has a backyard continuation~r (4.1) 
andlimsup,,, l}~(-n,.;~~)v~ll~~~ * (5.6) 
Proof Part (i) follows from Theorems C.3 (ii) and C.4 (ii), Part (ii) 
from Theorem C.4 (iiit(v), and Part (iii) from Theorem C.3 ~iii~~v). 
Lemma 4.2 and the results in Appendix C show that if a fixed point (;I, 
is hyperbolic, then W”(q)= W’“(q)= W”(cp) and W”“(q)= W’“(q)= 
@-YfP)- 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 5.3. Assume that the map 17 has two fixed points 40 _ and rp + . 
Then the fo~~o~~ng pairs of invariant rnan~fo~~ have tr~sversal intersection 
at any point u. E WS(~+) n W”(~-)\~~+,~-~: (i) W”“(q+) and 
W*“(~D-); (ii) W”“(cp+) and W’“(q-); (iii) W’“((p+) and W’“(q-); (iv) 
W”“(cp+) and W”“(cp-). 
We need the following lemmas for proving Theorem 5.3. 
LEMMA 5.4. Assume that I? has a fixed point cp. 
6) Ifu,~ W”(cp>\icp> (rev- UOE W”(~)\~~~), then 
z(fI(u,) - uo) 2 ind(yl) (resp. ~(~(~~)-~~~~ind(~)); 
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(ii) if cp is nonhyperbolic and u. E W”(q~)\(u, ) (resp. u. E W’“( cp)\ 
{cp}), then, 
z(ll(u,) - uO) 2 ind(9) + 1 (resp. z(lir(~,)-~o)<ind(9)- 1). 
Proof. Write m==ind(cp) and choose aof ~‘(9~\~9~. The function 
v(t, x) := u(t + 1, X; uo) - u(t, x; uo) satisfies the linear equation (4.6). Let 
Ek(0) be the subspaces of Xa defined as in Section 3 with respect to 
Eq. (4.6). o(n, .) -+O in X” implies that ~(0, .) E E,(O), therefore, 
~($0, .)) Z m by Theorem 3.1 (iii). 
For Part (ii), choose USE ~“(9)\~9~. Then u(n, .) --+ 0 in A’” exponen- 
tially as IE + 00. It follows that ~(0, .) E E,,, + ,(O) which in turn implies that 
z(u(0, a)) > m + 1. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 5.5. Assume that Il has two fixed points cp + and cp -. 
(i) rf ~“(9, ) n W”(q _ ) # 0, then ind(q + f G ind(cp ~ ); 
(ii) if either 
cp + is nonhyperbolic and Wss(q + ) n W”(cp _ I\{ cp + , cp ~ } Z M, 
or 
q _ is nonhyperbo~ic and W”(cp + ) n W”“(~I _ )\ (cp + , cp ~ I# RI, 
then ind(9+)<ind(9-)- 1; 
(iii) if cp + and cp _ are both nonhyperbolic and Wss(cp +) n W”“(cp _ )\ 
(cp+, (p-3 #0, then ind(cp+)&ind(cp-)-2. 
Proof: Use Lemma 5.4. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1. In 
what follows, we only sketch the proof for the pair W’“(cp + ) and W’“((p _ ) 
in the case where 9+. is nonhyperbolic. Other cases are safely left to the 
reader. 
We only need to show that for u,~ W”(9+fn Ws”(90_)\(9,, 9- f, 
X” = T, w7 9 + ) + Tuo WSU( 9 - ). 
Let Ek(0) and FJO) be the closed subspaces defined by (3.5)-(3.6) with 
respect to Eq. (4.1). Write m * =ind(cp*) and denote by AZ the kth eigen- 
vaiue of DI7(9,). Note that A[+,,,+ = 1 and A;- > 1 >A;+,_. 
Lemma 5.5 implies that m + G m I . By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, 
Tu, W=“(9+ ) = Em+ (0) = JL (O), Tu, W”“(y, - I= F,n_ (0). 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 show that codim E,_(O) = dim F,-(O) = m- , 
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z(tj)>m- for I,+EE,,-(0) and z(lC/)<m- -1 for II/EF,,~(O)\{O). This 
gives 
and completes the proof. 
6. ADMISSIBLE CLASSES OF NONLINEAR TERMS 
In this section, we give examples of admissible classes of nonlinear terms. 
As in Section 1, we fix a constant i < c1< 1. Let b : [w x [0, L] -+ [w be a 
bounded measurable function satisfying b(t + 1, x) = b(t, x). Consider a 
linear parabolic equation with coefficient b: 
u, = v,, + b( t, x) u t > 0, O<x<L, (6.la) 
u( t, 0) = u( t, L) = 0 t > 0, (6.lb) 
40, x) = %(X) O<xXL. (6.1~) 
Denote by Tcb, :L’(O, L) + L2(0, L) the time-one evolution operator of 
Eq. (6.1): Tcbj~O =V( 1, . ). Given a function b as above and a constant 
M > 0, let Kcb,Mj be the set of all functions f~ C’(Q, R) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
f(t + 1, x, u) = f(t, x, u) for all (t, x, U) E 52 (6.2) 
and 
f(t, x, u) 
< b( t, x) for all t E R, XECO,Ll u 
and I4 2 M (6.3) 
We quip Kcb,M) with the C’ Whitney topology. 
THEOREM 6.1. Zf the first eigenvalue of TCb, is less than 1, then for any 
constant M > 0, K,, Mj is an admissible class of nonlinear terms in the sense 
that it satisfies conditions (K.l)-(K.3) in Section 1. 
Remark 6.2. (i) The first eigenvalue of TCbj is equal to the spectral 
radius of TCbj. Thus, the condition in Theorem 6.1 is equivalent to the 
assertion that 0 is a (globally) asymptotically stable fixed point of the map 
T(,,. Another interpretation is that any solution of (6.1) converges to 0 as 
t-+co. 
(ii) If b(t, x) < (n/L)‘, then the first eigenvalue of TCb, is less than 1. 
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(iii) If b is nonnegative and is not identically zero, then there is a 
constant I, > 0 such that the first eigenvalue of T(,,, is less than 1 for 
A< A, and is not less than 1 for A 2 1,. 
(iv) Let &+I satisfy the conditions in Theorem 6.1 and let 
dim d(f) be the Hausdorff dimension of the global attractor. Then, 
dim &4(f) < cc for each f~ Kcb,Mj, and 
The former is due to Mallet-Paret, who proved a much more general result 
(see [lo]). To see the latter, we notice that KCb,Mj contains functions of the 
following form : 
where p > 1 and p > 0 are constants, b, and c,, are C’ functions periodic 
in t with period 1 and c,MP- ’ 2 max{ b,, 0). One can show that if b, > 0 
then the Morse index of the trivial solution 0 diverges to cc as p + cc and 
therefore, dim d(fU) + cc as p + 00. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let 6>0 and let a:iRx[-c?,L+~]--+R be a bounded 
measurable xtension of the function b such that g( t + 1, x) = b”( t, x). For 
given 6 2 E 2 0, consider 
0, = v,, + i;( t, x) v t > 0, -&<X<L+E, (6.4a) 
v(t, -&)=V(t, L+&)=O t > 0, (6.4b) 
VP, x) = vdx) -&<X<L+&. (6.4~) 
Denote by FE : L*( -E, L + E) -+ L2( -E, L + E) the time-one evolution 
operator of (6.4). Zf the first eigenvalue of p,, = TCbj is less than 1, then so 
is the first eigenvalue of TE for sufficiently small E. 
Proof: Denote by I, > 0 and $e E L2( -E, L + E) the first eigenvalue of TE 
and its corresponding eigenfunction with 
,EyL+E i,(x) = 1. 
Let C,(t, x) be the solution of (6.4ak(6.4b) with 6,(x, 0)= J,(x) 
(-&<X<L+&). 
We first prove that I,> 1,. for 6 2 E > E’ 2 0. Consider a solution u,( t, x) 




-E<X< -El or L+E’<x<L+E. 
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By the maximum principle, u,(t, x) 2 o”,,(t, x) for t>O and 
--E’ <x < L + E’, since u,(t, --E’) and u,(t, L + E’) are positive for t >O. 
Thus, 
TfUE(O, .) = u,(n, .) 2 a,+, .)=X$,, flE.N 
as functions on C-E’, L + E’]. In particular 
x,, < 117’;11 un neN. 
Letting n + co, the right hand side tends to the spectral radius of Te,, which 
is equal to 1,. We have proved I,2 I,, for 6 > E > E’ 2 0. 
Next we prove that 1, +I, as ~10, which implies the lemma. By 
the Lp estimate for parabolic equations and the assumption that 
ll~~llLmc-,,L+,,= 1, we know that 
is bounded for any p > 1. In view of the facts that v”,( t + 1, . ) = x,6,( t, .) and 
that 1, is bounded from below by &, > 0, 
{ II~,ll W~l(I-Z,2,xr-~.L+.,~lo~&~~} 
is also bounded for any p > 1. Thus, any sequence 6, JO contains a 
subsequence E, JO such that IEn + 1 as n + co with 2 > x0, 5,” converges to 
a function v” strongly in C 1+a,(1+a)/2([-1, l] x [0, L]) and iq.Jdt to &T/lat 
weakly in L2([ - 1, l] x [0, L]). It follows that the limit G is a (weak) 
solution of (6.la)-(6.lb) with v”(1, .)=%(O, .) and v”(t, x)>O. From the 
assumption that max LEG x G L + E T,(x)=1 and that $,(--.s)=$,(L+&)=O 
together with the boundedness of 
t iiwa.4 ~.U(C~Ir1,XC~E,L+E,)IO~&66}, 
it follows that qE attains its maximum 1 within the interval [0, L] if E is 
sufficiently small. This gives that maxO,,, L v”(0, x) = 1. By the strong . . 
maximum principle and the nonnegativity of v’, we find that fi( t, x) > 0 for 
- 1 < t 6 1 and 0 < x c L. In other words, v”(0, .) is a positive eigenfunction 
of To = T@,. By Theorem 2.1, v”(0, .) = &, and I= 1,. This completes the 
proof. 
Let E > 0 be sufficiently small so that the first eigenvalue of the operator 
Tz is less than 1 (see Lemma 6.3). Denote by 0 < 1, < 1 and i,(x) the first 
eigenvalue and the eigenfunction with $Jx) > 0 ( -E < x < L + E). Also let 
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I?,(& x) be the solution of (6.4ak(6.4b) with i?(O, .) = 6,. We assume that 
$Jx) was chosen such that v”, d 1 on [0, co) x [0, L]. Choose a constant 
p>O such that 
j3CF(t, x)amax{M, l} O<t<l, Odx<L. 
This is possible since fi, > 0 on [0, l] x [0, L]. 
For each k E N define a subset of I&,) by 
K:b,M) := {fE&b,Mj 1 If( t,x,u)l<kforall(t,x)and~u~<~+l}. 
Since each K&, is relatively open in Kcb,Mj and Kc,,, = u,“=, Kfb MJr we 
only need to deal with Kfb,Mj. 
Throughout Lemmas 6.4-6.7, we always fix an integer k E NJ, choose E > 0 
and /? > 0 as above, and assume that f E K:b,M, and the first eigenvalue of 
Tcb, is less than 1. 
LEMMA 6.4. For any initial data uO E X” there exists a global classical 
solution u(t, .) of (1.1). Furthermore, we have llu(t, .; uO)lILm(O,Lj < C,for all 
t 20, where 
is a constant independent of the choice off E K:b,M,. 
Proof: Let u(t, x) be the (local) classical solution of (1.1) with initial 
data u0 E X’ and denote by r(u,,) its maximal time of existence. By the 
standard bootstrap argument in the parabolic regularity theory, T(Q) < cc 
implies that Ilu(tj, .)]ILm(,,L, + cc for some sequence tj 7 r(uO). Thus, it 
suffices to derive a L” bound in terms of I( u0 II Lm(,,, Lj for the solution u( t, x) 
in [0, t(t+,)) x [0, L], in order to show the lemma. 
Put 
We have 
a,( t, x) z A4 O<t<l, O<x<L, (6.5) 
C&(x) 2 l%(XN O<x<L. (6.6) 
By (6.3) and (6.5), the function CiJ, satisfies 
(Cfi,), = (CQ),, + b( t, x) Cv’, 
a (C~,Lx+f(t, x, Cfi,) O<t<l, O<x<L, 
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and thus is a supersolution of (l.lab(l.lb) in [0, 1] x (0, L). In view of 
this and (6.6) and using the maximum principle, we obtain 
El(1, x) < CQ(t, x) O~~tminfl,z(u,)~, O<xXL. 
This in particular implies z(uO) > 1 along with that 
u( 1, x) < cq1, x) = C~J~‘,<X, < C&(x, O<x<L. 
Using the maximum principle again, we see that r(z+) > 2 and 
u( 1, x) < a,( 1 - 1, x) l<tt2, O<x<L. 
Applying the above argument repeatedly gives r(uO) > n + 1 and 
u( 1, x) < CC,( 1 - n, x) n<r<n+l, O<x<L, 
for any n E N. Similarly, one can show that 
u(t, x)2 -Ci7,(t -II, x) n<f<:n+l, O<x<L* 
The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 6.5. The Poincard map II,: X” + X” is well defined with the 
domain 42 = Xa for any f E KhM,. Moreover, II,: Xa + X” is completely 
continuous. 
Proof See Lemma 6.4 and apply the standard a priori estimates. 
LEMMA 6.6. There exists a relatively compact subset Z of X” independent 
of fEK&f, that attracts uniformly all bounded subsets of X” in the 
following sense: for any bounded B c X” and any neighborhood U of C in 
X”, there is a large integer N= N(B, U) 2 0 such that fl,; (B) c U for all 
n B N and all f E K:b,Mj. 
As a matter of fact, we prove a much stronger statement hat for any 
bounded B c X” there is N = N(B) > 0 (independent of f E iY$,+,,J such 
that 17; (B) c C (n 2 N). 
Proof. For each m E Z, define 
Xc, := (tj E X” 1 It)(x)1 < ~Xe~m~~(x) for XE [O, L]j. 
Let us show that n, (C,) c Z,,, -, c C, for each m 2 0. Indeed, as observed 
in the proof of Lemma 6.4, Czi,( 1, x) and - Cu”,(t, x) are respectively a 
supersolution and a subsolution of Eqs. (l.la)-( Mb) on [0, 1] x [0, L] if 
C> B. From this and the identity a,(t + 1, x) = a,(& x), it follows that 
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$X,“‘i?,(t, x) and &“V”,(t, x) are respectively a supersolution and a sub- 
solution of Eqs. (l.la)-( l.lb) on [O,m+1]x[O,L] when m>O. By the 
comparison theorem, $ E X,(m > 0) implies that lu( t, x; $)I < /.?X;‘YE(t, x) 
on [IO, m-t- l] x [O, L]. In particular, In,(+)/ <BgX;mfi,(l, S)=/JX;m+iJe; 
i.e., lIJ. (rl,) E C,, _ , . 
Define 
Every bounded set B c X” is contained in .Z, for some nonnegative integer 
N= N(B). It follows that ?;1 (B) c flJ! (2,) c n-F-“(C,) c cf(Z;,) = C for 
any n&N+ 1. 
It remains to show that the set X is relatively compact in X”. 
Equation (l.la) can be regarded as u, = u,, + F(t, x), where F(t, x) := 
f(t, x, u(t, x)). By a priori estimates, IlZZ,($)ll x”(tl < y -C 1) is bounded from 
above by a constant depending only on (1 -y)’ and ilFilL”tCo,IlxEo,L1,. 
However, as seen in the above, /u(& a; $)I d @,(t, .) < p for 0 < t < 1 and 
$~Z,,.Hence, IF(t,x)l~kwhenO,<tdl,O~~,<L,~~~~andf~K~,,,,. 
Therefore, Z: is bounded in XY(cr < y < 1) and is relatively compact in X’. 
The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 6.7, The Poincari map “;-:X” +X” has a cunnecte~ global 
attractor d(f). Furthermore, the collection of attractors 
is relut~vefy compact in X”. 
ProoJ The existence of the connected global attractor d(f) for each 
f GhM, follows from Lemmas 6.46.6 along with Theorem 2.4.7 in [lo]. 
Lemma 6.6 implies further that d(f) c C for all f E KFbaM). The proof is 
complete. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The (K.1) part is obvious. (K.2) was proved in 
Lemma 6.7. 
To prove (K.3), we apply Theorem D.l to the map 
G%M, XX1-+Y, (f5 9b-+~fw 
for each k~ t% The joint continuity of the above map follows from the 
continuous dependence of solutions of parabolic equations on initial data 
and on nonlinear terms. Other conditions in Theorem D.l have been 
shown in Lemma 6.7. Therefore, the attractor d(f) depends onfc K:,,,, 
upper semicontinuously. The proof is complete. 
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In contrast with Sections 2-5, we did not use in this section the zero 
number argument which involves crucially the one-dimensionality of the 
space (0, L). As a matter of fact, Theorem 6.1 and all lemmas in this section 
have higher-dimensional analogues for time-periodic nonlinear parabolic 
equations in smooth bounded domains in KY. 
APPENDIX A: STABILITY OF EVOLUTION OPERATORS 
In this appendix we prove the stability of evolution operators of abstract 
parabolic equations under “regular perturbations.” 
Consider 
du 
z= -Au+b(t) 2.4 O<t<l, (A.la) 
40) = *, (A.lb) 
where A is a sectorial operator in a Banach space X, and b(t) is a bounded 
family in Y(Xy, X) for some fractional power space Xy = D(AY) with 
O<~Yl. 
By the standard theory of analytic semigroups, there is a constant M > 0 
such that 
(A.21 
where Odor, jkl and (a-/?- :=min{cr-j,O}. Using this basic 
inequality and Picard’s iteration argument, for any $ E X, one can con- 
struct a unique mild solution u E C( [0, T]; X) n L’((0, T); Xy) satisfying 
the integral version of (A.l): 
u(t) = eeAG,G + [i eeAcrpS)b(s) u(s) ds O<t<l. (A.3) 
Define the evolution operators Tb(t) by Tb(f) I(/ := u(t), 0 < t < 1. Here we 
use the subscript b in order to emphasize the dependence of evolution 
operators on coefficients {b(r) I 0 G t < 1 }. 
Let B(t) be another bounded family in 9(XY, X) and write 
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and 
Kb,B = sup IV’(t) - B(t)11 u(x;,x). 
041Cl 
THEOREM A. 1. For any 0 <CC, j? < 1, there exists a constant K, >O, 
depending only on A, ~1, j3, y, Kb, and K, such that for all 0 < t G 1, 
))Th(t)-Ts(t)lljp(XO,XP)~K*t’--+’a--y’- SUP Ilb(s)-B(s)ll,,,,.,. 
O<s<l 
Proof. Let II/ EJV. For brevity, write u(t)= Tb(t) $ and u(t)= TB(t) +. 
By (A.2) and Gronwall’s inequality, one can show that 
lll)(t)llxP<~ F5)- WlIX9 
l-8 
O<f<l, OGD< 1, 64.4) 
where C, > 0 is a constant depending only on A, B and K, ([ 12, 
Theorem 7.1.3)). 
In view of (A.3), we have 
u(t)-o(r)=jie --A(r--s){ (b(s) - B(s)) u(s) + b(s)(u(s) - u(s))} ds. 
From (A.2) and (A.4) it follows that 
II4t) - 4f)ll xf 
< s ;$Wp (K,,, IMs)llx~+& Il4~)-4s)llw>ds 
G C2Kb.B {J ; (t-s)- @ drpy)- ds Il$llxz 
1 
+c, J; (t-s)-5 IIu(s)-u(s)lIx,ds. 
Thus, 
llu(t)- u(t)\\ Xfl’ <C K 4 b,B t’-8+(1+y)~ 11441 P 
+C,j-)t-s)-B IIu(s)-u(s)IIx~ds. 64.5) 
Letting /?=r in (A.5), we obtain 
))u(t)--(t)lj,~~CqKb,Btt-Y+(a--y)~ Il+llxu 
+Cg];(t-~)-~ llu(s)-u(s)IIxvds. 
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By Gronwall’s inequality, 
lb(t) - u(t)11 x> < CgKb,Bt’-y+(u-y)- Ill+bllXL 
Substituting this expression into the right hand side of (AS), we see that 
II4t) - et)11 xp< C,K, Btl--B+(a-+ II~IIX~ 
< C,K, &-P+(m-Y)- Il$llX~ 
+ C,K, Bt2-p-7+(u-Y)- Il*llx*. 
This completes the proof of Theorem A.l. 
APPENDIX B: ASYMPTOTICS OF PERTURBED ITERATIONS 
Let (X, 11. II) be a (real or complex) Banach space and let 9(X) be the 
Banach space of all bounded linear operators in X equipped with the 
operator norm. In this appendix, we are concerned with sequences 
bWLoy u(n) #O (n 20) and {r(n)},,, related by the formula 
u(n + 1) = Tu(n) + 5(n) n 20, (B.1) 
where TE Y(X). Sometimes, we require also 
115b)ll 
Jf!! Ilu(n =O’ 03.2) 
Our primary results deal with the asymptotic behavior of {u(n)},,, as 
n-+m. 
DEFINITION B. 1. (i) Denote by n the set of all nonnegative numbers i
for which a(T) n {z E C ( IzI = A} # @. 
(ii) For each a~ [0, z1)\/1, let P(a) and Q(u) be the projection 
operators associated with the decomposition of the spectrum a(T) n 
{ IzI > u} and a(T) n { IzI <a}, respectively, and let R(a) and s(a) be the 
restrictions of T to P(u) X and Q(u) X, respectively. 
(iii) For each UE [0, co)\/i, define 
Ilea) 4n)ll 
‘(‘) = !!?c [IQ(u) u(n)11 ’ (B.3) 
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n is a compact set of [0, co ), since TE Y(X) and CJ( T) is closed. 
If [a, 61 n /1= @, then P(a)= P(b), Q(a)= Q(b), R(a)=R(b) and 
S(a)=S(b). For each aE [0, co)\/i, the spectra of R(a): P(a)X-+P(a)X 
and S(a) : Q(a) X -+ Q(a) X are respectively 
o(R(a)) = a(T) n {z E @ 1 JzI > a}, 
o(S(a)) = o(T) n (z E C 1 IzI < a}. 
By the following result of Henry, the limit in (B.3) actually exists for each 
a E [0, cc )\A and is equal to 0 or 00. 
THEOREM B.2. Let {u(n)},,,, CX satisfy (B.l)-(B.2). Zf [a, b] n 
A = a, then one of the following alternative holds true: 
IIfW)ll 
O) PLeu(n)ll=co and lim inf II u(n)11 ‘In > b; n-30 
IIPu(n)ll 
(ii) !!!! IIQu(n)ll =’ and lim sup Ilu(n ‘In <a; n-33 
Here P := P(a) = P(b), and Q := Q(a) = Q(b). 
Proof: See [ 13, Theorem 21. As a matter of fact, our statement looks 
slightly different from Henry’s, but it is easy to show that they are 
equivalent. 
This theorem indicates a close relation between the spectrum of T and 
the growth rate of {u(n) jnaO. An immediate corollary is: 
COROLLARY B.3. Let {u(n)),,, satisfy (B.l )-(B.2). Zf A is nowhere 
dense in [0, CD), then there exists 2 E A such that 
lim ilu(n ‘I” = A. 
n-m 
Proof Let x be as in (B.3). By Theorem B.2, x is a locally constant 
function on [0, co)\n taking values in (0, co }. Furthermore, it is 
monotone nonincreasing. In fact, let a -C b be in [O, cc)\n and choose 6 > 0 
such that 
(a-S, a+6)u(b-6, b+6)c [0, oo)\A. 
If x(a) = 0, then Theorem B.2 gives 
lim sup Ilu(n ‘In < a - 6 < b - 6, 
n-m 
which in turn implies, again by Theorem B.2, that x(b) = 0. 
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Hence, there exists R E [0, 00) such that x(a) = cc for all UE [0, A)\A and 
that x(a) = 0 for all a~ (A, a)\A. Since A is a closed set and x: 
[0, co)\.4 -+ (0, co } is locally constant, we have 1 E A. It remains to show 
that 1) u(n) 1) lin -+ 1 as n --, co. For any E > 0, there are a E (A - E, A)\A and 
b E (A, A+ &)\A by the assumption that A is nowhere dense. It follows from 
the definition that x(a) = co and x(b) = 0. By Theorem B.2, we see 
adlim inf ((u(n)ll’/“<lim sup ((u(n)l(‘l”<h. 
n+cc n-m 
This proves the corollary. 
The following two theorems provide more precise information about the 
behavior of (~(n)>~,, as n -+ co. 
THEOREM B.4. Let {u(n)>,,, satisfy (B.l )-(B.2) and let 0 < c( < p not be 
in A. Assume that P, := P(a) - P(b) has finite dimensional range, that is, 
dim P,(X) < co. If x(a) = co and I(/?) = 0, then the normalized sequence 
i;(n) := #(n)/ll~(n)ll (n 2 0) is relatively compact in X, and its o-limit set 
o(C) := fi closure{O(m)Im3n} 
n>O 
is a compact set in (x E P,(X) 1 /lx/ = 11. 
Proof: First note that P, = P(a)- P(b) is the projection operator 
associated with the spectral set c(T) n (a < IzI c PI. From the assumption 
x(a) = cc and x(p) = 0, it follows that 
llP,4n)ll ~ 1 
ll~(n)ll 
and llQ,Wll --, o 
II u(n )\I 
as n-co, 03.4) 
where Q, =I- P,. Hence fP,u(n)/ilu(n)ll Ina0 is relatively compact, since 
it is a bounded sequence in a finite-dimensional space P,(X). This together 
with (B.4) implies the relative compactness of {ic(n)),,o. The proof is 
complete. 
THEOREM B.5. Assume the fo~~o~~ng (i)-(v): 
(i) (X, II *II) is a real Banach space and TEY(X); 
(ii) b4nho c X satisfies (B. 1 )-(B.2); 
(iii) lim, ~ m Ilu(n ‘In = d> 0; 
(iv) J. is a simple eigenua~~e of T and (b is a normalized eigen~ector : 
w = 44 ll4ll = 1; 
(v) there exists 0 < 6 < k such that 
o(T,)n (A-d< Izl GA+61 = (A}, 
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where T,: XC + XC is the complexification of T and XC = X@ C. 
Then, the limit of the normalized sequence G(n) = u(n)/llu(n)lj as n + co 
exists and is equal to 4 or -4. 
Proof. Let P,: X, +X, be the projection operator for the spectral set 
c( T,) n { A- 6 < IzI < 1+ 6) = {A}. It follows from the assumptions (iv) 
and (v) that P,X,= {d}OC, and hence P, XC is of complex dimension 1. 
The assumption (iii) implies that x(1- 6) = cc and x(A + 6) = 0, in view of 
Theorem B.2. By Theorem B.4, {ti(n)},,,,, is relatively compact in X, and 
its w-limit set o(a) is a nonempty compact set of 
{x~P*X,~~~x~~=l}={a~~a~Q=,~a~=l}. 
Since ti(n)E X (n > 0), we also have o(ti) c X, that is, its imaginary part 
vanishes. Combining the above, we obtain 
&3#44c b4 -41. 
It remains to show that 
w(G) = (9% -4) (B-5) 
is impossible. Supposing (B.5), we derive a contradiction. We first observe 
that 
dist(li(n), o(a)) -P 0 as n-+co. 
In view of this observation and supposition (B.5), we can construct a 
subsequence k, -+ 00 such that 
WJ + 4 and li(k,+ l)+ -4 as n-+co. 
By (B.l ), it is easy to check that 
Iluk + 1111 
IIWn)ll 





Using the triangle inequality, we deduce that 
IMk + 1)ll 
Ilu(kJll 
+ l _ lb&, + 1 HI 
Ilu(k 
IIW, + 1) + 411 
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This is absurd, since the right hand side tends to zero as n + 00 while the 
left hand side is bigger than 2 for sufficiently large n. This completes the 
proof of Theorem B.5. 
In order to study the structure of the collections of sequences {u(n)}n,, 
with prescribed growth rate, we prepare a basic identity: 
LEMMA B.6. Let {<(n)}n,, be a bounded sequence in X and assume that 
(a, b) n A = @ with 0 <a < 1 <b. Write P = P(,u)), Q = Q(p), R = R(,u) and 
S= S(,u)for an arbitrary pi (a, 6). Let (u(n)},,,,, be definedby (B.l). Then, 
supnao Ilu(n < 00 fund only if 
u(n) = S”Qu(0) + i Sfl-kQr(k - 1) 
k=l 
- f RnpkP&k-1) n 2 0. 03.6) 
k=n+l 
Note again that, in the lemma, P, Q, R, and S are independent of the 
choice of ,u E (a, b). 
ProojI By an iteration of (B.l) we can easily see that 
u(n) = T”-%(m) + i Tnek5(k - 1) n>m20. (B-7) 
k=m+l 
In particular, 
Qu(n) = SnQu(0) + i SnmkQc(k- 1) n > 0. 03.8) 
k=l 
Looking at the P(X) component and interchanging n and m in (B.7), we 
get 
Pu(m) = R ‘+“Pu(n) + f R”-kPtJ(k - 1) m>n20. (B.9) 
k=n+l 
We recall that R: P(X) + P(X) is invertible in Y(P(X)) and that 
o(R-‘)c {zE@[ IzI <b-l}, 
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or, equivalently, 
limsup IIR-klll’k<b-l< 1 
k-cc 
(B.lOa) 
Similarly, S: Q(X) + Q(X) satisfies 
lim sup llSkll Ilk < a < 1. 
k-cc 
(B.lOb) 
Thus (B.9) gives 
Pu(n) = R”-mPu(m) - f R”-kP&k - 1) rn2n2.0. 
k=n+l 
If {4n)>n,o is bounded, then by (B.lOa) and the boundedness of 
{d’%ro and {t(k))kaOy we can take the limit as m + 00 in the above 
equation, 
Pu(n) = - f RnekP[(k- 1) n 20, (B.ll) 
k=n+l 
where the series on the right hand side converges exponentially. (B.6) 
follows from (B.8) and (B.11). 
On the other hand, if {u(n)}n,, satisfies (B.6), in view of (B.10) one 
easily finds (B.l) and the boundedness of {u(n)},,,. The lemma is proved. 
The theorem below is concerned with the following iterations: 
u(n + 1) = Tu(n) + Znu(n) n 2 0, 
u(0) = lj E x, 
(B.12) 
where TEY(X) and {En},,, is a bounded sequence in T(X). For each 
@ E X, denote by u(n; $) the sequence defined by (B.12). 
THEOREM B.7. Let TE Y(X) satisfy 
(a, b)nA=QI forsome Odacb. (B.13) 
Write P= P(p), Q = Q(p), R = R(p), and S= S(p) for an arbitrary 
pe((a, b). Let (Sn},,>Oc.Y(X) and define 
@A, E)= i lk-+’ II,YY~QZ~-~IJ 
k=l 
+ f Ak-n-l IIRnpkPEkp,/l a-cA<b. 
k=n+l 
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Assume that 
qn, E) < 1 forsome a<L<b, (B.14) 
and consider 
E= {$~X[supP Ilu(n;3/)11 <w}. 
flb0 
(B.15) 
Then, the projection E -+ Q(X): $t H QJ, gives an isomorphism between 
Banach spaces,.E is a closed subspace of X, and its codime~sion in X is equal 
to that of Q(X) in X. 
Remark that the quantity &A, 8) measures the size of the perturbation 
C%,O. In fact, one can prove: 
PROFQSITION B.8. Assume the conditions in Theorem B.7 except (B.14). 
Then, for any a E (a, b), there exists a constant M(1) > 0 such that 
Therefore, fir any fixed 2~ {a, b), &,I, Z) < 1 if sup,,, ]lEfl/l is ~~f~cientl~ 
small, 
Proof of Theorem B.7. Let AE (a, b) satisfy (B.14) and write 
w(n; *) = I-“u(n; $), n 20. 
Obviously, 
w(n+1;11/)=1-“Tw(n;$)+A-‘Zaw(n;IC/) n>O, 
WKk ICI) = $3 
and 
E= ($Wsup Ifw(n;11/)II < 4. 
It>0 
Consider the Banach space 
E= (w= ~w(n)~~~olw(n)~~ sup llw(n)l~ <a> 
?SBO 
equipped with the norm 11 wIj~= sup,>,, IIw(n)ll . Define maps Jo: E-+ A’, 
J,:QX+& and K:E+Ebby 
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(Kw)(n)= i Ik--n--sn-~Q~&~*w(k-l) 
k=l 
Since 
lim sup IlS”ll I/* < a, limsup ~~R-“~~‘/*<b-‘, 
“-r’X n-a, 
JO, J1, and K are bounded linear operators. Lemma 3.6 says that II, E E if 
and only if w = (wfn; $)j,,, satisfies 
(I-K)w=J,Q$. 
From the assumption (B.14), it follows that IIKlj 9CEj -C 1 and thus I- K is 
invertible in Y(E). It is readily seen that J= JO(Z- K)-’ J, : QX-, E is the 
inverse of the bounded operator E + QX: $ t-+ Q$. Furthermore, one has 
a topological direct sum X= PXO E: 1,4 = [Ptj - PJQrl/] + JQ$ (t,h E X), 
and therefore, codim E = dim PX= codim QX. Theorem B.7 is proved. 
Proof of Proposition B.8. Fix an arbitrary 1~ (a, b), and choose 
a -C ,ul < A < pz < 6. The restrictions R: PX + PX and S: QX -+ QX satisfy 
II~“ll d M,Pt; n 2 0, 
IIR-“II G MS;” n 20, 
where M, and M, are constants. Set /JBI/ := SUP,>~ Ils”,]l. Then, we have 
+ ‘f ~k-n-1~2p;-.k II PII 1141 
k=n+l 
GIlAl U~-PI~)-% llQll-t~~~2-~~-~~zI/~II). 
This completes the proof. 
All of the results in the above have their counterparts for backward 
sew== (4n)),sot u(n) $0, 
u(n + 1) = ?-u(n) + T(n) n<O 
u(O)=$EX, 
(B.16) 
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where TEZ(X), u(n)#O (nQO), and {<(Iz)),,~=X satisfies 
(B.17) 
THEOREM B.9. Let {u(n)}“,, CX satisfy (B.16)-(B.17). Then, the 
statements in Theorem B.2, Corollary B.3, Theorems B.4 and B.5 remain true 
under the corresponding conditions, if all of the limits as n + 00 there are 
replaced by the corresponding limits as n + - co and if the o-limit set in 
Theorem B.4 is replaced by the u-limit set defmed by 
LX(C) := n closure{ti(m)Im<n} 
n<O 
where the closure is with respect to the strong topology of X. 
LEMMA B.lO. Let {<(n)},,, c X be bounded and assume that 
(a,b)nA=@ with O<a<l<b. Set P=P(p), Q=Q(p), R=R(p) and 
S= S(p) for an arbitrary PE (a, b). Let {u(n)}n,o satisfy (B.16). Then 
sup nCO IMn)ll < ~0 if and only if 
u(n) = R”Pu(0) - C R”-kPt(k - 1) 
n+l<k<O 
+ 1 SnpkQ5(k-1) n60 
k<n 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma B.6. 
We can also consider the backward analogue of (B.12), 
u(n + 1) = Tu(n) + En”,(n) n < 0, 
u(0) = Ic/ E x, 
where TEY(X) and {En},,<o~5!(X). 
(B.18) 
(B.19) 
THEOREM B.ll. Let TE 9(X) satisfy 
(a,b)nA=@ forsome O<a<b. 
Write P= P(p), Q = Q(p), R = R(p), and S= S(p) for an arbitrary 
p~(a, b). Let {E,}.Goc2’(X) and define 
qn, Z)= 1 Ak-+-l IIR”-kPZkp, 1) + 1 lk-“-’ Ils”-kQ~k-,ll. 
n+lGk<O kCn 
Assume that 
d(A, E) < 1 for some a < II < b, (B.20) 
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and consider 
Then, 
F= ($EX( thereexists {u(n)}..,satisfying (B.19) 
and sup A-” Ilu(n < m}. 
?I<0 
(i) the projection F+ PX: I+$ H P$ is an isomorphism between 
Banach spaces and dim F= dim PX; 
(ii) for each $ E F, the sequence {~(n)}~,, satisfying (B.19) and 
sup A-” Ilu(n < co 
!I<0 
is unique. 
Remark that Part (ii) above gives an interesting backward uniqueness 
result. 
Proof Let 1 E (a, b) satisfy (B.20). Observe that (u(n)}n <,, satisfies 
(B.19) if and only if {w(n)},,, := {A?u(n)},,, satisfies 
w(n+ l)=A-‘Tw(n)+I-‘Znw(n) n < 0, 
w(O)=$eX. 
(B.21) 
Consider the Banach space 
F= {w= {w(n)>..olw(n)EX sup IINnN <a> 
II<0 
equipped with the norm IIwlJ~=sup,~, Ilw(n)ll. Define T,,: P+X, 3 
PX+F, and K:F+Fby 
sow= w(0) for w= (w(n)},GOEF, 
?I$= {A-nR"$},<o for *E PX, 
(gw)(n) = - c Ik-“- lR”-kPZk”k_l w(k - 1) 
n+l<k<O 
- 1 ~k-n~lSn-kQ~kklw(k-l), for n20, WEF. 
k<n 
It is easy to check that Jo 0 (I- R) - ’ of, : PX + F is the inverse of 
the bounded operator F + PX: Ic/ H P$. Furthermore, for each II/ E F, 
w := (I- &’ oJ”~ 0P+ is the unique sequence satisfying (B.21) and 
SUP,,~~ IIw(n)ll < 03. The theorem is proved. 
Finally, we point out an analogue of Proposition B.S. 
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F'ROWSITION B. 12. Assume the conditions in Theorem B.11 except 
(B.20). Then, for any A E (a, b), there exists a constant M(J) > 0 such that 
&A, 3) < M(A) sup IlqJl, 
R < 0 
where &A, 3) is as in Theorem B.11. Therefore, for any fixed A E (a, b), 
6( A, S) < 1 ly sup, < 0 [IEn /I is sufficiently small. 
APPENDIX C: INVARIANT MANIFOLDS AND THEIR TANGENT BUNDLES 
In this appendix we study various invariant manifolds around a fixed 
point of a smooth map in a Banach space. Especially, we relate tangent 
bundles of invariant manifolds to solutions of the linearized discrete semi- 
flow with prescribed growth (or decay) rates. These results are used in 
Sections 4 and 5. 
For generalities of invariant manifolds, see [ 12, 15 J and references 
therein. Although Theorems C.l-C.6 below may be more or less known to 
experts, we failed to find literatures with sufficient details. In particular, in 
most papers it is pointed out that at the fixed point, the tangent space of 
an invariant manifold is the linear subspace defined by the corresponding 
spectral decomposition, but nothing is said about tangent spaces at general 
points-away from the fixed point-on an invariant manifold. Our way of 
describing tangent spaces was partially suggested in [ 131 without proof. 
For the reader’s convenience, a complete proof will be given here to center- 
stable manifolds. Other invariant manifolds can be treated similarly. It is 
also not difficult to extend our analysis to C ’ semiflows Qj,: X-t X 
(tE co, co)). 
Our standing hypotheses are: 
(S. 1) (X, Il.11 ) is a Banach space and % c X is an open set; 
(5.2) 17:Q+Xis a C’ map. 
A sequence {xnlOGncm t X with 1< m < 00 is called a maximal positive 
semiorbit of I7 through x0 if x, E Q (0 < n < m - 1 ), 17x,, = x, + , 
(0 <n < m - l), and x,- , & G$ in the case of m < co. Similarly, a sequence 
bJk<nbO c X with - co <k < - 1 is called a maximal negative semiorbit 
of J7 through x0 if X,E% (k+ i<n<O), 17x,=x,,, (k+ 1 <n<O), and 
xkt1$Z7(%) in the case of k>-oo. A sequence {x~)~~~<~cX with 
- co < k < - 1 and I < m < cg is called a maximal orbit of 17 through x0 if 
iXnio- * 
is a maximal positive semiorbit of ZJ through x0 and if 
x, k<nG0 is a maximal negative semiorbit of Z7 through x0. We may 
sometimes omit the adjective “maximal.” 
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THEOREM C.l (Local unstable manifolds). Assume (S.1 j4S.2) and let 
cp ~9% be a fixed point of IT. Suppose that a(~~(~)) = a1 v o2 with aI c 
(zE@/IzI~GI~) and cr,~(z~C~izl<a,) fir some cX)>aa,>1>a2>0. 
Decompose X = X, 0 X, to DIT(q)-invariant subspaces of X corresponding 
to spectral sets a1 and oz. Then there exist a neighborhood V, of 0 in X,, 
a neighborhood V of 0 in X, and a C ’ map g : V, -+ X, such that the C1 sub- 
manifold of X 
W~,~W$,(c;o):=(ip+a+g(a)laEV~) (C-1 1 
satisfies the following (i j-(v): 
(i) for any XE WY,,, there is a negative semiorbit (x,>, G0 through 
x0=x such that x, - cp E V, x, E W,U,, (n < 0) and that 
lim sup I( x, - ‘p 11 iirpl <a ; ’ ; 
n-r -cc 
(C.2) 
(ii) if bJnGo is a negative semiorbit with x, - cp E V n ( V, + X2) 
(n<O), then (x,),~~c W;l,, and (C.2) holds true; 
(iii) X, is the tangent space of W& at cp : T, WY= = X, ; 
(iv) if hJnGO~ Wk, is a negative semiorbit and if y0 E TX, W,U,,, 
then there exists f ynjnco c: X such that y,,+ , = DD(x,) yn (n < 0), 
~,,ET,~W~~~ (nG:O) and 
lim sup 11 y, 11 ‘hnl < ~1; ‘; (C.3) 
n--a, 
(VI if f4nal~ cc is a negative semiorbit and tf ( ytl ),, G ,, c X is 
such that yn + 1 = DD(x,) yn (n < 0) and 
lim sup 1) y, II ‘h4 c a; I, 
n-.-cx3 
(C.4) 
then yn E TX, Wk, (n < 0) and (C.3) holds true. 
THEOREM CT.2 (Local stable manifolds). Assume conditions in Theorem 
C.l. Then there exist a neighborhood V, of 0 in X,, a neighborhood V of 0 
in X, and a C ’ map h: V, + X, such that the C’ subman~~old 
W;oc= W;=(q):= ~~+b+h(b)~b~ V,) (C.5) 
satisfies the following (ik(v): 
(i) tfx~ WiO,, then IPXE Ws,, and lT”x-(PE V (n>O), and 
lim sup // fi”x - q3 I( ‘In < a2 ; fW 
n+ar, 
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iii) is &%L>0 is a pus~tive semiorbit with x, - cp E Vn (XI + V,) 
(n 3 O), then x, 12 WY,, (n B 0) and (C.6) holds true; 
(iii) T, Wsoc = X,; 
(iv) iff~,l~~~~ Wk, is a positive semiorbit and if y, E TX, W&, then 
the sequence fynjrtBO defined by y, + , = DD(x,) yn (n >, 0) satisfies that 
yn 6 TX, WL, and 
lim sup 11 ynl\ 1/n Q c(* ; (C.7) 
n+m 
(VI if hJ?z~0~ voc is a positive semiorbit and if f ynjnaO is such 
that y,, 1 = DIT(x,) yn (n 2 0) and 
lim sup If y,/ lin < a,, 
n-02 
VW 
then yn E T,x,, WsQ, (n >, 0) and ((2.7) hoods true. 
In order to construct center-unstable and center-stable manifolds, we 
need an additional assumption: 
(S.3) Existence of a smooth cut-off function: there exists q E C’(X, R) 
such that M0 := SUP,,~ Ilq(x)ll< W, M , := supXGX IIDq(x)ll < co and for 
some O<p0<pI<03, 
THEOREM (2.3 (Local center-unstable manifolds). Assume (S.lt(S.3) 
and let rp E 4% be a fixed point of II. Suppose that o(DZT(rp)) = o, v a, with 
o,c{z~C[(z(211) andcr,c{zE@((z(~u2)forsomeO~a,<1. Decom- 
pose X = X, OX, to Do-invariant subspaces of X corresponding to spec- 
tral sets a, and 02. Then there exist a neighborhood V, of 0 in X,, a 
neighborhood V of 0 in X, and, a C’ map g: V, -+ X2 such that the C’ 
submanifofd of X 
satisfies the following (i)-(v): 
(i) for any XE W;bG, we have x - tp E Vn ( V, + X2) and there exists 
a maximal negative semiorbit Ix,,),,, <,, G0 through x0 = x with -CO < 
m~-1suchthat,form~k~O,x,~W~~~aslongas{x,-~)k~n~O~Vn 
IVl+Xd @GOOf; 
(ii) zf a negative semiorbit (x,},,~~ satisfies x, - ~3 t Vn (V, + A’,), 
then x, E Wf,“, (n < 0); 
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(iii) T+, WTz= XI ; 
(iv) if hJn~o~ WY,“, is a negative semiorbit and converges to cp as 
n -+ - 00 and tf y, E TX, Wiz=, then there exists { y, >,, G0 c X such that 
Y, + 1 = DfkJ yn (n < O), yn E T.x, WE (n G 01, and 
lim sup 1) yn I} ‘/lnl G 1; (C.10) 
n- --3c‘ 
(v) is bnLs0~ WE is a negative semiorbit that converges to cp as 
n-+-ooandtf{y,),~,issuchthaty,+,=DlZ(x,)y,(n<O)and 
lim sup /I y, 11 liini < cx; ‘, (C.11) 
n---m 
then y, E T,x” W;b”, (n < 0) and (C.10) holds true. 
THEOREM (2.4 (Local center-stable manifolds). Assume (S. 1 )-( S.3) and 
let cp E Q be a$xed point of 17. Suppose that a(L) = o1 v oz with o, c 
{.zE@lI.zI>~l}forsome l<cr,Gc~ anda,c{zE@llzl<l). Decompose 
X= X, OX, to Do-invariant subspaces of X corresponding to spectral 
sets o1 and 02. Then there exist a neighborhood V2 of 0 in X2, a 
neighborhood V of 0 in X, and a C ’ map h : V2 -+ X, such that the C ’ 
submanl~old of X 
WY,, = W:&(cp) := (‘p + b + h(b) (b E Vz> (C.12) 
satisfies the following (i)-(v): 
(i) if XE WY:,, then x - cp E V n (X, + k;); moreover, the maximal 
positive semiorbit f x, > 0 G ,, < m +, through x0 = x satisfes that for 0 g k < m, 
XkE wfic as long as (-%)04nskC vn (xl + vd; 
(ii) ifa positive semiorbit (x,],~~ satisfies that {x,-~]~~~c Vn 
( V, + X,), then x, E W;& (n > 0); 
(iii) X2 = T, WY:,; 
(iv) if M,~o~ WZ is a positive semiorbit that converges to 9 as 
n -+ 00 and if y. E T,, W& then the sequence (yn >” r 0 defined by yn + 1 = 
DZT(x,) y, (n 2 0) is such that yn E TX, W& (n 2 0) and 
lim sup I( yn // lin 6 1; (C.13) 
n-r* 
(VI if ~-%1,30~ w;lf;, is a positive semiorbit that converges to rp as 
n-+co andiffy,),,,issuch thaty,+,=DZT(x,)y, (n>O)and 
lim sup //ynll ‘In < E,, (C.14) 
?I-a, 
then yn~ TX, Writ (na 0) and (C.13) holds true. 
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Finally, we give the statement about stro~gIy-unstable and strongly- 
stable manifolds when the fixed point cp may be nonhyperbolic. 
TJSEUREM CS (Local strong~~unstable manifolds). A.WRW ($3.1 )-(5.2) 
and let rp E 42 be a fixed point uf fl. Suppose that ~(D~(~)) = cr , LJ a2 with 
%+-Q=fbl~%)f or sume al > 1 and (f2 c (2 E @ f Izf < 1). De~ump~se 
X = X, @ X2 to D~~~)-i~var~ant subspaces of X correspo~di~g to spectral 
sets a1 and oz. Then there exist a neighborhood V, of 0 in X,, a 
~e~ghb~rho~d V of 0 in X, and a C ’ map g : V, + X2 such that the C ’ 
sabman~~~d of X 
W~~~WWs~=14~):=f~,aaggfa)iff~V,) (6.15) 
satisfies the following (i)-(v): 
(i) for any xE Wf&, there exists a negative semj~rb~t (x, jnGO 
thru~gh x0=x such that (x~--I;o>~~~E V, (x,],~~E WY& and 
lim sup l/x, - q3 11 iiint 6 a ; ‘; fC.16) 
n-i-* 
(ii) zy a negative sem~~rbit (x,jnsO satisfies that x, - Q, E Vf3 
(V,+X,) (n<O) and 
then X,E Wfzc (n<O) and (C.16) holds; 
(iii) ET9 Wi& = X, ; 
(iv) if bAC0~ f+% is a negative sern~~rb~t lurid if y0 E TX, W;:, 
then there exists ( yn fncO c X such that yn+ 1 = DZIfx,) yn (n c 0), 
Y,, E T,,, WE (n G Oh and 
THEOREM C.6 (Local strongly-stable manifolds). Assume (S. I)-( S.2) 
and let v, E 42 be a fixed point of il. Suppose that a(Dfl(rp)) = tr, u a2 with 
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q+Eqlzl2q and 02c {ZEC 1 [zI <tlz) for some O<cc, < 1. Decom- 
pose X= X1 0 X2 to Dl7(cp)-invariant subspaces of X corresponding to spec- 
tral sets aI and a2. Then there exist a neighborhood V, of 0 in X2, a 
neighborhood V of 0 in X, and a C1 map h: V, + X, such that the C’ 
submanifold of X 
W;:,= W;;,(q):= fy,+b+h(b)Ib#,) fC.19) 
satisfies the following (i)-(v): 
(i) if XE Wi&, then l7”x~ Wii, and II’x--~,E Vn(X,f V2) 
(n B 0), and 
lim sup IjFx-- cpII1’” <a,; 
n--Pm 
(C.20) 
(ii) if C-d,20 is a positive semiorb~t that satis~es {xn - rp jn 3 0 c 
Vn(V,+X,) and 
lim sup /Ix, - 5011 ‘In< 1, 
TI-CD 
then X,E WY:, (~120) and (C.20) holds; 
(iii) X, = Tq Wii,; 
(iv) if hJ,aoc WSS, is a positive se~iorbit and if y, E TX, W& 
then the sequence ( y,), 3o defined by y, + 1 = DZ7(x,) y,, (n 2 0) satisfies 
Y, E Trn WL, (n 3 0) and 
lim sup jJ yn // lin < a2 ; (C.21) 
n-+03 
fv) if bJn30~ w’s:, is a positive semiorbit and ( yn Ina satisfis 
Y n+l = Dfl(x,) yn (n 2 0) and 
lim sup /ynII ‘In < 1, (C.22) 
n--co 
then y,,~ TX, WY& (n 20) and (C.21) holds true. 
We prove only Theorem C.4. The proofs of the other theorems are 
similar. 
Proof of Theorem C-4. Step i. Define a C ’ map fir: @ -+ X by 
n(x):=z7(,+x)-cp--Dn(cp)x XE@, (C.23) 
with &={xlx+q~@). Choose pz>O such that {xEXI//XII<P~)C@ 
and let L(r) denote the Lipschitz constant of n on {XE XI llxll <r} with 
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0 < r < p2. Evidently, n(O) = 0, r>i?(O) = 0, L(r) 10 as r-l 0 and ll~~(~)l~ < 
L(r) (Ilxll <r). For any cc<p2, define a C’ map 17: A’--+ X by 
llxll G ai2 (<P2f, 
llxll > 42, 
(C.24) 
where q : X+ IR is a C’ cut-off function as in the hypothesis ($3). Then, 
fi(x) = ii(x) PON Ilxll G -- 
2P, 
(C.25) 
Furthermore, let us show that 
llfi’(x)-fi(Y)ll ;-<mfo+2P,M,)L(a) lb-Yll x, y E x. (C.26) 
When /Ml, llyll <a (<p2), we have 
and thus 
llri(-+ij(YM GM, + lb-yll *L(a) /jxJ/ +M,*t(ff) Ijx-yll 
<22p,Ml *L(a) I/x- yll+1wo~L(a) /Ix- y/l. 
When llxll 3 a, llyll 6 a/2, we have 




Ilfib) - fi(y)ll G Mo.L(a/2) llyll < MO aL(a/2) [lx - yll. 
Step 2. Choose p, and /&, such that co & ~1~ > fir > /I2 > 1. Denote by 
Ti: Xi -+ Xi the restriction of the operator DIZ(q) on Xi and by Pi : X -+ Xi 
the projection operator defined by the spectral set cri (i = 1,2). Then 
o(T,) = o1 and a( T2) = e2. It follows that 
lim IIT;klll’kga~‘, lim 
k-rm k-+ca 
/I T!Jl Ilk < 1, 
In view of this, a new norm I f ) on X defined by 
(xl = fj (a: II T;kf%xll + BFk II T%4l) 
k=O 
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is equivalent to the original norm II . il. Furthermore, we have 
lP,l 6 1, IPZI G 1, W;‘I G/y’, ITA G/L (C.27) 
where we also used 1. I to denote the operator norm for bounded operators 
in (X, j . / ). Set 
h= Tkf, 
i 
- T;P, k<O; 
2 2 k a 0. 
Fix an arbitrary y1 E (&, p,). By (C.26), we can choose a E (0, p2) so small 
that 
(C.28) 
where Lip(a) is the Lipschitz constant of the map fi on (X, I I I). 
Step 3. Let (E, J. 1 J be the Banach space of ail sequences 
U= (~(n)j,~~cX with ItilE:= SUP,>~ y;” lu(n)l < co. For each be X, 
and k E E; define 
(J+)(n) := T;b+ f S,-,-J&(k)) n 2 0. 
k=O 
We have 
J,ld&ZE bEX2, LffE; 
lJ,4,~ PI + (4’2) l4E bEX2, UEE; 
lJ,cu--J,u(,< lb/-b] b’, bg X2, uczE; 
lJbU’-J*UlE<(1/2) /U’--lE bgx,, d,UEE. 
In fact, (C.29) and (C.30) follow from 







G 81 lbl -+ (4’2) Y; l4E n > 0. 
(C.31) follows from (C.27) and (Jbsu)(n) - (J,u)(n) = T!Jb’- b). (C.32) 
follows from (C.28) and 
j(~~~‘)(n)-(~~~~(n)l~ f IX-,-,i Lip(fi) ~~‘(k}-~(k)l 
k=O 
f ISn-k-l( y;“+k Lip(d) 
k=O 
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By (C.31), for each b E X,, Jb : E --) E is a contraction map and has a 
unique fixed point u( .; b) = {u(n; b)},,, in E: 
u(n;b)=T;b+ f S,-,p,Z?(u(k;b)) n 30, b c X,. (C.33) 
k=O 
Using (C.31) and (C.32), we see that for b, b’EX2, 
b(.;b)-u(.;b’)l, 
Thus, the map X2 -+ E, b H u( .; b) is Lipschitz continuous: 
Iu(.;b)-u(.;b’)lE<2 lb-b’1 b, b’ E X,. (C.34) 
It is easy to check that 
u(n + 1; b) = IIn u(n; b) + Z?(u(n; b)) n 2 0, (C.35a) 
u(n + m; b) = u(n; P,u(m; 6)) n, m > 0. (C.35b) 
Step 4. Define h : X, + X, by h(b)= ~(0; b)- b. By (C.34), h is 
Lipschitz continuous. Steps 5-7 below show that h is of class Cr. 
Step 5. For any b E X, and 5 E X,, there exists a unique sequence 
(u(n; b, t)},,, in E such that 
u(n;b,t)=T;t;+ f S,-,-,Dlj(u(k;b))u(k;b,~) n > 0. (C.36) 
k=O 
In fact, let Y&: E -+ E defined by 
(F&u)(n) := T;5 + f S”-k-, Dfi(u(k; b)) u(k) n 2 0. 
k=O 
Arguing as in the proof of (C.29)-(C.32), we see 
I%,&Ed I51 + (l/2) ME bEXZ, <EX~, UEE; (C.37) 
I%,ru-%,,,4E~l(r-r’l beX,, g,<‘eX2, ueE; (C.38) 
I3%,c:~-5=&~‘lE~~w) lo--‘I beX,, <EX~, u,u’~E; (C.39) 
The contraction map Yb,< : E + E has a unique fixed point 
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{u(n; b, S))n>oeE of %,t, which satisfies (C.36). Arguing as in the proof 
of (C.34), one can show that 
14.;b, OIEG2 ItI b, 5~x2. (C.40) 
It is also easy to see that, for b E X2, < E X2 and m, n 2 0, 
u(n+l;b,~)=DZ7((p)u(n;b,~)+DZ?(u(n;b))u(n;b,~) (C.41) 
u(n + m; b, 5) = o(n; P,u(m; b), P,u(m; b,5)). (C.42) 
Step 6. Here we prove that for each n>O, the map X,-X, 
bw u(n; b) is Frechet differentiable and its derivative is given by 
D,u(n; b) 5 = u(n; b, 5). Fix b E X, and let 
w(n; t) := u(n; b + 5) - u(n; b) - u(n; 6, l) nb0, 5EX2. 
It suffices to prove that the superior limit 
vanishes for all n 2 0. (C.34) and (C.40) immediately give p,, < 4~7 < co. By 
(C.33) and (C.36), 
Iw(n;t)l< f ISn-k-ll .ljl(u(k;b+r))-~(u(k;b)) 
k=O 
Noting that 
-Dlj(u(k; b))l . Mk b, 511. 
Z?(u(k; b + 5)) - I?(u(k; b)) = d(k; 5)[u(k; b + 5) - u(k; b)], 
where 
d(k; t;) := j-’ Dfi(( 1 - 1) u(k; b) + lu(k; b + 5)) dl, 
0 
we have that 
Iwh {)I O3 l5, < 1 I%-k-11 
k=O 
Mk5)l .v 
+ Id(k; <) - Dfl(u(k; b))l . ‘“(kf; ‘)I}. (C.43) 
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By (C.34) and (C.40), the right hand side is term by term bounded from 
above by 
Taking the limit as 5 -+ 0 in A’, in (C.43) and applying the dominated 
convergence theorem, we get 
P,< f ISn-k-ll .Wfi).clk n 2 0. 
k=O 
Here we used the fact that d(k; 5) + D&(u(k; b)) as 5 --, 0 for each k, which 
follows from the continuity of Ofi in x and the continuity of u(k; 6) in 
b. Thus, for all n B 0, 
k=O ?tl20 
co 
G C ISkI ylk-l Lip(fj){suP YTh> 
k= -cc J?Z>O 
1 
It follows that pn=O for all n>O. 
Step 7. Now we prove the continuity of the derivative X, -+ 
9(X,, X), b ti D,u(n; b) = u(n; b, -) for each n > 0. The idea is similar to 
that in Step 6. Fixing b E X,, we show that 
v, :=iim sup IDbu(n; b’)-D,u(n; b)l =0 
b’ e b 
n 30. 
By (C-40), v, < 4~; (n > 0). (C.36) implies that 
lD,u(n; b’) - &u(n; b)l 
Gkco t&-k-l1 {PfhW; b’N--DfiW; b))l ~lkJb;b’)l 
f IDfi(u(k; b))l . JD,u(k; b’)- D,u(k; b)l >. (C.44) 
The right hand side is term by term bounded by 
f Isn-k-ll {2Lip(fi)‘2yf+Lip(fi)-4y:) < 00, 
k=O 
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in view of (C.40). Taking the superior limit as b’ + b in (C.44) and 
applying the dominated convergence theorem, we obtain 
v,d f ISn--kPll .Lip(A).v, n > 0. 
k=O 
We have already seen in Step 6 that this inequality implies v, = 0 for all 
n B 0. 
Step 8. Choose O<p <poa/(2p,) and set 
V,= {b%) lb1 <p/2), v= {x&q 1x1 <p}. 
We shall show that V,, V, and h satisfy statements (it(v) in the theorem. 
Proof of(i). Let x = rp + b +h(b)~ WF& with b6 V, and let 
cG~Oin<m+l be the maximal positive semiorbit through x0 = x. In view of 
u(n; 0) z 0 (n 2 0) and letting 6’ = 0 in (C.34), we obtain that lu( .; b)l E < 
2 lb/ and hence lu(0; b)l < 2 lb1 <p, thus, x - cp E V. Write 
m,=sup{k~[O,m+l)nBIx,~Vn(X,+Vz)forO~n<k}. 
It remains to show that x, E WF& and x,=q+u(n;b) (O<n<m,+l). 
This is proved by induction on n. When n = 0, it is trivial. Suppose 
x,=cp+u(k;b)EWTz, with l<k<m,. We shall show that x~+~= 
cp + u(k + 1; b) E W;;,. By the definition of if and (C.35), 
xk+ 1= nxk = q + Dlir(q)(xk- q) + if(xk - q) 
= q + Dn(q)(xk - q) + Ijtxk - q) 
= cp +DZZ(cp)(u(k; b)) + fi(u(k; b)) 
=cp+u(k+l;b)=rp+u(O;P,u(k+l;b)). 
By the assumption, xk+ 1 -~EX~+V~ and hence PZu(k+1;b)EV2. It 
fOllOWS that xk+ I E WY:,. 
Proof of (ii). Let u(n) =x, - cp (n 2 0). It s&ices to prove that 
u(n)=u(n;b) (na0) with b=P,(x,-cp), that is, J,u=u. From 
Z7x, _, = x, it follows that 
u(n) = DZZ(cp) u(n - 1) + if(u(n - 1)) 
= Dl7(cp) u(n - 1) + Z?(u(n - 1)). 
By iterations, for n > m > 0, i = 1,2, 
n-1 
P,u(n) = Ty-“Piu(m) + c Tl-k-‘PiZ?(u(k)). 
k=m 
(C.45) 
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Let i=2 and m=O: 
n-1 
P,u(n)= Tib-i- c T;-k-‘P,fi(u(k)) n 3 0. (C.46) 
k=O 
In view of (C.27), put i= 1 in (C.45), multiply its both sides by T;“, and 
let n + co, 
P,u(m)= - E T~-k-lP,fi(u(k)) m 3 0. 
k=m 
Combining this with (C.46), we have u(n)= (J&u)(n), which finishes the 
proof of (ii). 
Prooj’of (iii). We observe that for x = cp + b + h(b) E W;;,, 
TxWZ= ~5+wmIr~&) 
= (W;b, 5)KG). (C.47) 
This together with the fact that u(n; 0, 5) = T;< (n > 0) implies (iii). 
Proof of (iv). Let x0 = cp + b + h(b) with b E V, and y, = ~(0; b, 4) 
with c E X,. As shown in Part (i), x, = o, + u(n; b) (n 2 0) and h(n; b) E Y 
(n 2 0). Observe that 
Y,+ I = Dflt(~) Y, + ~@4n; b)) Y” 
= DW(P) Y, + ~fi@tn; b)) in. 
From this with (C.41) and (C.42) it follows immediately that 
(C.48) 
Y, = u(n; b, 5) = ~(0; P2u(n; b, 5)) n < 0. 
Thus, yn E TX, WT.& (n 2 0) by (C.47). In view of (C.48) and the assumption 
that X, - cp = u(n; b) + 0 as n + co, the inequality (C.13) follows from the 
fact that ~~~~~~~~ (u(n; 6 &fnso E E and Theorem B.2 in Appendix B. 
Proofof( Let~o=~+b+~(b)withb~~~and~=P*yo~~~. 
As proved in Part (i), x, - cp = u(n; b) E V. Equation (C.48) can be seen to 
hold for {.Y,,}~~~. By the assumptions that u(n; b) -+ 0 as n + co and 
(C.14), together with Theorem B.2, we obtain the inequality (C.13). In 
order to show that yn E TX, WY,& (n >,O), it suffices to prove that yn = 
u(n; b, l), because of (C.42) and (C.47). By iterations of (C.48), for 
n>m&O, i= 1,2, 
n-l 
piy,= Ty-“Piy,+ c Ty-k-9JiDlj(u(k;b)) yk. 
k=m 
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Let i=2 and m=O: 
n-1 
P, y,, = T’;l + c T;-“- ‘Pz Dfi(u(k; b)) y, 
k=O 
Let i= 1: 
n-l 





Taking the limit as n + co, by (C.13) and (C.27), we obtain 
P,y,= - f T;“-k-‘PIDfi(u(k;b))yk m 2 0. (C.50) 
k=m 
(C.13) implies, in particular ( y,), po E E. This together with (C.49) and 
(C.50) shows that (yn}n,O is a fixed point of F&: E + E, and therefore, 
y, = u(n; b, 5) for all n 2 0. 
The proof of Theorem C.4 is complete. 
APPENDIX D: UPPER SEMICONTINUITY OF ATTRACTORS 
The purpose of this appendix is to prove the following result. 
THEOREM D.1. Let X be a complete metric space, A a topological space, 
and IT: A x X -+ X be continuous. Define ITi : X 4 X by n,(x) := IT{& x) for 
each 1 E A. Suppose the following (i)-(ii): 
(i) there exists a bounded set B c X independent of A f A such that B 
attracts any compact set of X under IT, for each I E A ; 
(ii) thefam~~y of maps (L7,>A,, is collectively asymptotica~iy smooth. 
Then, for each A E A, flA possesses the global attractor dI. Furthermore, 
UAE,, ~4~ c B and the set-valued function I H -Pe, is upper semicontinuous. 
Some terminologies in the theorem are explained below. 
DEFINITION D.2. (fl,),,, is coIlectively asymptotically smooth if for 
any nonempty closed bounded set Bc X, there exist compact sets 
{JnWL, such that J,(B) attracts the set L,(B) := (x E B 1 I7;x E B for all 
n 3 01 under IIA for each A E A and that U R. ,, J,(B) is relatively compact. 
DEFINITION D.3. The set-valued function 1~ ~4~ is upper semicon- 
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tinuous if for any A.+ EA and any neighborhood V of &“, in X, there exists 
a neighborhood U of A., in ,4 such that &). c V for all A E U. 
When the parameter space A is a metric space, Theorem D.1 has been 
proved by Cooperman (see Theorem 2.5.2 in [lo]). His proof does not 
apply to general topological parameter spaces. 
LEMMA D.4. Let X be a metric space and let Bc X be a nonempty 
subset. Then the function X + R, x H dist(x, B) is continuous. 
LEMMA D.5. Let X and A be topological spaces. The following (i)-(ii) 
hold true: 
(i) if Ill: A xX--+X is continuous and II,: X + X is defined by 
17,x := Z7(n, x), then for each n E N, the map A xX-+X, (A, x) H I7;x is 
continuous; 
(ii) if f: A xX + R! is continuous and KC X is relatively compact, 
then the function g: A + R defined by 
g(l):=sup f(AX) IEA, 
XEK 
is continuous. 
ProoJ: (i) is an easy exercise. 
For the proof of (ii), we note first that 
g@)=maxf(Ax) LEA. 
xeR 
Fix any A, E A, we show the continuity of g at A*. Since f is continuous, 
for any x E R and any E > 0, there exists a neighborhood U(x, E) of A, in 
A and a neighborhood V(x, E) of x in X such that 
If@, Y)-fU*9 x)l <E J. E w, E), YE w, El. 
For each E > 0, by the compactness of K, there are an integer n(c) E N and 
points x1(s), . . . . X,&E) E R such that 
48) 
Kc u V(X,(&), E). 
i=l 
Choose x* ER such that g(A,)= f(A,, x*). Then, U:= U(x,, &)n 
fi;E\ U(xi(&), E) is a neighborhood of A, in A. For all 1~ U, we have 
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and 
0) g sup sup “013 Y) 
c YE UX#(E).E) 
< sup f(J*, xi(s)) + s 
Therefore, g is continuous at A,. The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem D.1. From the assumptions (i)-(ii), the map n, has 
a global (compact) attractor &A for each AEA. (i) further implies that 
&ACBands$:=U,,, J$~ is bounded. (ii) implies the relative compactness 
of d. 
Fixing an arbitrary 1, E A, let us prove the upper semicontinuity of 
I H &A at 2 = A,. Since z&“, attracts s4 under fll,, for any E > 0 there is an 
N= R(E) > 0 such that 
6, := sup dist(Z7’j.q ZX$) <E n B N. 
XEd 
By Lemmas D.4 and D.5, the function h : A + R defined by 
42) := sup (dist(fl,Nx, dAn, 
xs.d 
) - dist(n,N*x, G+‘~,,)/ 
is continuous. In particular, there is a neighborhood U = U(E) of II, in ,4 
such that 
h(l)<h(A,)+&=& RE u. 
By the invariance of &A under RI, 17rdA = &A and thus 
sup dist(Z7,Nx, s$) = sup dist(x, zJA*). 
I E 4 X6.4. 
In view of the definition of h(A), it follows that 
sup dist(x, ~.Q<Ah(ll)+ sup dist(fly*x, 4,) 
XE.& xed 
= h(l) + 6, 
< 2E. 
The proof is complete. 
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